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PERSONS OF THE DIALOGUE.

SOCRATES AND HIPPIAS.

SCENER-THE LYCASUM.

 

SOCRATES.

IJIPPIA S, the ſine * and the wiſe! what a long time it is ſince last you

touched 3 at Athens !

HIP.'

' The ſcene of this dialogue is clearly the Lycreum, a structure of astoniſhing grandeur and

beauty, at a ſmall distance from the city, by the ſide of the Ilyſſus; the largest and most magnifi

cent of thoſe three built at the public cost for the purpoſe of bathing and the gymnic exerciſes. The

other two were within the city, lying convenient for the uſe of the ordinary citizens and men of

buſineſs. But this was the most frequented by men of larger fortune and more leiſure; with

many of whom Socrates was intimately acquainted. Hither, as we learn from Plato's Sympoſium,

it was his uſual custom to reſort, accompanied by his friends, and to ſpend here the greatest part

oſ the day. That the Sophists, whenever they came to Athens, frequented the ſame place, appears

from Iſocrates in Ora'. Panathen.; as indeed it is natural to ſuppoſe; the nobler part of the youth

being daily there aſſembled: for theſe were extremely inquiſitive after knowledge, and great ad.

mirers of philoſophy, and the Sophists profeſſed the teaching it, and the making, for a certain

stipulated ſum of money, any man a philoſopher. To carry on this buſineſs of their profeſſion,

they were continually travelling about, like the Rlinpſodists, from city to city, (Taxtwg vrav-raxu

YA'WDFSWI, ſays lſocratcs,) wherever philoſophy and knowledge were in esteem ; but viſited Athens

the oſtenest, where above all places thoſe ornaments of the mind were highly valued-8.

3 Hippins was remarkable for the linery of his apparel, as we ſhall ſee further on. This

ſtriking the eyes of Socrates immediately on meeting him oecaſioned his nddrcffing him first with

this epithet.--S.

3 Socrates in this ſentence humorouſly makes uſe oſ a ſea term to repreſent the life led by the

Sophists, as reſembling that of mariners; who are roving inceſſantly from port to port, and never

cat. nr. 3 c continue
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HIP. It is becauſe I have not had leiſure ", Socrates. For the Elcans, you'

are to know, whenever they have any public aſſairs to negotiate with any

of the neighbouring cities, constantly apply to me, and appoint me their am_

baſſador for that purpoſe, in preference to all others: becauſe they conſider

me as a perſon the ablest to form a right judgment ofwhat is arvued and;
alleged by every one of the cities, and to make a proper reportooſ jt to.

them. My embaſlies ', therefore, have been frequent to many of thoſe,

powers; but oftenest, and upon points the most in number, as well as of the

highest importance, have I gone to Sparta to treat with the Lacedaemoniuns.

This is the reaſon, then, in anſwer to your- question, why ſo ſeldom I viſit;

theſe parts.

Soc. This it is, Hippias, to be a man truly wiſe and perfectly accom

pliſhed. For, being thus qualiſied, you have, in your private3 capacity,

gſCEIU

continue long in one place. But poſſibly there is- a further meaning z it may be intended to pre

pare us for obſerving that inſtability oſ Hippias himſelf, his notions and opinions, which is after-

wards to appear throughout the dialogue ;. an instability ariſing from his want of the fixed princit

ciples of ſcience, the only ſure foundation of ſettled opinions. At the ſame time," there is a pro-

priety in this expreſſion from the mouth of an Athenian, to whom it must have been habitual z.

Athens being ſeated near the ſea,. the Athenians the principal merchants, and their state the'

greatest maritime power then in the world-8.

' Plato acquaint: us always as ſoon as poſſible with the character oſ his ſpeakcrs. In this

first ſpeech of Hippias, the vain and ostentatious ſophist, the ſolemn-and formal orator, both appear

in a strong light, and prepare us at once ſor all which is to follow, agreeably to thoſe cha-,

racters.-S.

* See Philostrat. p. 495. ed.Olcar.-S.

3 Hippias is here repreſented as being both a ſophist and an orator; For the better apprehend.

ing this double character of his, and the more fully understanding thoſe many paſſages of Plato'

where theſe profeſſions are mentioned, it may be uſeful to give a ſummary account of their riſe

and nature. The Grecian wiſdom then, or philoſophy, in the most antient' times of which any

record: are leſt us, included phyſics, ethics, and politics, until the time of Thales the lonian ;z

who giving himſelf up wholly to the study of Nature, of her principles and elements, with the

cauſes of the ſeveral phznomena, became famous above all the antient ſages for natural know

ledge *, and led the way to a ſucccffion of philoſophers, from their founder and first master called

]onic. Addicted thus to the contemplation oſ things remote from the affairs oſ men, theſe all

lived abstracted as much as poſſible from human ſociety t revealing the ſecrets of nature only to a,

few ſelect diſciples, who ſought them out in their retreat, and had a genius ſor the ſame abstruſc

inquiries, together with a taste for the ſame retired kind oſ life. As the ſame of their wiſdom

ſpread, the curioſity oſ that whole inquiſitive nation, the G-recians, was at length excited. This

4 gave
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great preſents made you by the young men of the age; and are able to make

them ample amends by the greater advantages which they derive from you :

then, in your public character, you are able to do ſervice to your country,

as a man ought who would raiſe himſelf above contempt, and acquire repu

tation among the multitude. But, Hippias, what ſort of reaſon can he

given, why thoſe in ſormer days, who are ſo highly famed for wiſdom,

Pittacus, and Bias, and Thales the Mileſian, with his diſciples, ſucceſſors,

and followers, down to Anaxagoras, iſ not all, yet most oſ them, are ſound

to have lived the lives of private men, declining to engage in public affairs?

HIP- What other reaſon, Socrates, can you imagine bCſlClC this, that they

gave occaſion to the riſe oſ a new profeſſion, or ſect, very different from that of thoſe ſpeculative

ſages- A ſet oſ men, ſmitten, not with the love oſ wiſdom, but oſ ſame and glory, men of great

natural abilities, notable industry and boldncſs, appeared in Greece 3 and aſſuming the name of

Sophists, a name hitherto highly honourable, and given only to thoſe by whom manhindin general

were ſuppoſed to be made wiſer, to their antient poets, legillarors, and the Gods themſelves,

undertook to teach, by a ſew leſſons, and in a ſhort time, all the parts of philoſophy to any

perſon, oſ whatever kind was his diſpoſition or turn of mind, and of whatever degree the

capacity of it, ſo that he was but able to pay largely for his teaching. In the ſame age with

Thales lived Solon the Athenian; who took the other part of philoſophy to cultivate, and,

applying himſelf chiefly to moral and political ſcience, became ſo great a proficient in thoſe

fludies, that he gave a new ſystem of excellent laws to his country. Hence aroſe in Athens a

race of politieians, studious of the laws, and oſ the art of government. During this ſucceſſion,

through force of natural gcnius, good polity, commerce and riches among the Athenians, great

improvement: were made in all the liberal arts: but that oſ oratory flouriſhed above the rest, for

this reaſon; becauſe the Athenians lived under a popular government, where the art of ruling is

only by perſuaſron. Eloquence then being one of the principal means oſ perſuaſion, and perſuaſion

the only way to acquire and maintain power, all who were ambitious of any magiſh'acy or office

in the government studied to become eloquent orators: and the arts of rhetoric and polity were

thus united in the ſame perſons. Accordingly, we learn ſrom the Attic writers oſ thoſe days, that o

the most popular orators at Athens were appointed to embaſiies, to magiilracics, to the command

of armies, and the ſupreme administration oſ all civil affairs. See particularly lſocrates in Ornt.

de Pace, 8: Panathen. In this dialogue we find that the ſame ſpirit prevailed at Elis. Now in

mcn of great abilities the predominant pallion is ambition more frequently than avarice. Thoſe of

the Sophists, therefore, who excelled in quiclmeſs of understanding, compaſs oſ knowledge, and

ingcnuity, ſuch as Hippias was, added to their other attainments the arts of popular oratory, and

by thoſe means got into the management oſ the state. Thus much ſor the preſent: the ſequel

and the ſupplement of this ſhort history, ſo far as they are neceſſary to our purpoſe, will appear

on (it occaſions-3.

3c 2 had
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had not a ſufficient reach of prudence for the conduct of their own private

affairs, and thoſe of the public at the ſame time?

Soc. Tell me then, in the name of Jupiter, whether, as all other arts are

improved, and the workmcn of former times are contemptible and mean in

compariſon with ours, ſhall we ſay that your art, that of the Sophists, hath

in like manner received improvement; and that ſuch of the antients as ap

plied themſelves to the study of wiſdom were nothing, compared to you of

the preſent age i

HiP. Perfectly right: that is the very caſe. ,

Soc. So that, were Bias to be restored to life again in our days, he would

be liable to ridicule, appearing in competition with you Sophists: your caſe

being parallel to that of our modern statuaries, who tell us that Dazdalus,

were he alive, and to execute ſuch works as thoſe to which he owed his

great name, Would but expoſe himſelf, and become ridiculous.

H_IP. The truth of the matter, Socrates, exactly is what you ſay. I my

ſelf, however, make it my custom to bestow my Commendations rather upon

the antients,. and upon all ſuch as flouriſhed in times precedeut to our own ;

giving them the preeminence and precedence 1 above ourſelves; in order to

eſcape the envy. of the living, and for fear of incurring the reſentment of

the dead '.

Soc.

' Adliterations, adnominations, and repetitions of the ſame word, were ſome of thoſe pretti

iiefl'es of style, or graces, where they are employed with judgment, which are ſaid to have been

invented by the rhetorical Sophiſls. Plato, therefore, frequently in his dialogues, with great pro

priety, puts them into the mouths of ſuch ſpeakei's. On what occaſions. and how differently,

from the uſe made of them by thoſe ſophistical orators, he introduces them into his own style at

other times, will be obſerved elſcwlierc.-S.

2 There was a law at Athens, the author of which was Solon, ordaining my Mym num-i; 'rar 'rect-v

mxa-ru, not to rwile t/n' dtad: a law made, ſays Plutarch, partly from a political conſideration, to

hinder the perpetuating of enmitics; partly from a motive ofjullicc, which forbids the attacking

thoſe who are not in a capacity of defending themſelves; and partly from a principle of religion,

agreeably to which the departed are to be looked on as ſacred 2 xai time" my; fligiſ'ſffl'ſa; ieFau; ram.

my. Plut. in Vit. Solon. p. 89. E. 'That this ſentimcnt was ol much earlier antiquity than the

age of Solon, appears from the following paſſage of Archilochus, cited by Clemeus Alex. Strom.

l. vi. p. 619. ed. Sylburg.

Ou yap (inſ. ſ. rad') cava, 'tas-'Damian 'lEchlAEll'

Err' &Skain.

For
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Soc. In my opinion, Hippias, you ſee the matter in a just light, and con

ſider it thoroughly well. l myſelf can witneſs the truth of what you ſay.

It is indeed certain, that your art is in this reſpect really improved, in that

you are able to manage the concerns of the public, and at the ſame time

give attention'to your own private interestsſi For Gorgias ', that great

ſophist of Leontium, came hither on a public embaſſy from his country, as

the ablest man among the Leontincs to negotiate their affairs of state: and

here he acquired glory by his _fine harangues in the aſſembly oſ the people;

at the ſame time that by his exhibitions before private companies 3,

and

For this is evil, with heart biting tnunt.

To perſecute men dend.-

And ſrom this of Homer ſlill earlier,

Oux am tpomevomv err' 0:vaan ruxtraaeeda;

Odyſſ. l. xxii. ver. 4t2;

With bonſlſul ſpeech to glory o'er the dead

Is impious.
 

This picce oſ antient religion aroſe partly from an opinion, that ſouls freed from their earthly

bodies were in a ſtate of being ſuperior to that of mortals, and ought, therefore, to be honoured

by them; and partly Was owing to a belief that the ſhadowy ghosts, or ſpirits, (which they distin

guiſhed from the intellectunl ſouls,) of dead perſons had it in their power to hurt the living, by

haunting and disturbing them at least, iſ no other way. It is on the ſoundation of this belief

that Virgil repreſents Dido thus threatening IEneaa,

Omnibus umbra locis adero : dabis, improbe, pcenas.

jEneid. l. iv. ver. 336;

Be where thou wilt, my ſhade ſhiill still be there:

Yes, thou ſhalt ſuffer for thy cruelty, .

Bnſe man I
 

And hence likewiſe came to be instituted the religions rite oſ offering Ismrnpza, paciſicatory

ſacrifices, to the ghoſts oſ thoſe vthom they were afraid of having oſſended.

in-Taur. vcr. 166.-3.

' 'l'he character of Corgins is painted by Plato at full length in n dialogue inſcribed with his

name. lt will he ſufficient for our preſent purpoſe to obſerve, that Gorgias was by profeſſion, like

Hippins, an orator as well as ſophist; and ſet up for teaching both philoſophy and the art of

rhetoric: and that the price of his teaching was too lum, which is oſ our money 322l. 185. 4d.

from each of his ſcholars.-S.

3 The profeſſion or buſineſs oſ a ſophist conſistcd oſ three branches: one oſ which was to per

fect and nccompliſh the fine gentleman, according to the idea which the Grecians had oſ ſuch a

character in that age oſ ſophiſm: not to form him from the first rudiments throughout, or in

any

See Eurip. Iphigen.
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and his vteaching our young men, he collected and raiſed very conſiderable

'ſums of money from this city. Or, if you would have another instance,

there is my own friend, the famous Prodicus 1 ; who has frequently been

ſent hither on ſeveral public embaſſ'cs: but the last time, not long ſince,

when he came as ambaſſador from Ceos, his ſpeeches before the council

gained him great honour; and his private exhibitions in the mean time,

'together with the tuition of our young men, procured him an immenſe

heap of money. But not one of thoſe antient lages ever thought proper to

exact money by way of fee or reward for his teaching; or ever took it into

his head to diſplay his wiſdom before a miXed multitude. So ſimple were

they, and ſo much a ſecret was it to them, how valuable a thing was

any part, (for this talk they thought beneath them,) but, after a courſe of liberal education had

been gone through, and the studies and excrciſes of youth were ended, to give him then the ſiniſh

Ing touches; qualiſying him to ſpeak plauſibly upon all ſubjects, to ſupport with ſpecious argu

ments either ſide of any question or debate, and by falſe oratory and fallacious reaſoning, after

wards from them called ſophistical, to corrupt the hearers, ſilence the oppoſcrs, and govern all in

all things. To attain theſe admired accompliſhments, the young gentleman was constantly to

attend, and follow them every where, as long as he thought ſit himſelf 3 obſerving in what

manner they diſputed de quolibet mit, on any point which offered; and learning by degrees to

imitate them. Hence, that which we tranſlate tuition, or teaching, is every where in Plato termed

vumvat ral; mix, the being accompanied by the young men. Another part of the ſophist's occupa

tion, quite distinct from the former, though carried on at the ſame time, was to read lectures at

a certain price to each auditor, before as many as they could procure beforehand to become ſubſcri

bers to them. Theſe lectures, the ſubjects of which were choſen indifferently. were in the way

of declamations, diſſertations, or what we commonly call eſſays, ready compoſed and writtcn down.

They were not contrived, however, for the purpoſe of teaching or instruction: nor could they in

deed effectually ſerve that end z for long ſpeeches and lcctures are eaſily forgotten; but they were

calculated merely for entertainment and ostentation z and properly enough, therefore, entitled by

'the Sophists themſelves adding, exhibitions. The third branch of their trade, the only one culti

vated gratuitonfly, for the ſake of fame, though probably with a view, beſides, of gaining

customcrs in thoſe other the lucrative branches, was to anſwer all questions propoſed to them;

like the antient oracle at Delphi, or the authors of the Athenian oracle in the laſl age; alluſions

to which practice of theirs We ſhall meet with frequently in Plato. But in this paſſage he had

occaſion only to mention their other two employ-ments, from which-immediately accrued their

gain-5.

' In Prodicus alſo were united the two characters oſ orator and ſophist: as Philoflratus (in

Vit. Sophist.) confirms. That Socrates condeſcended to attend his lectures, and contracted an

intimacy with him, we learn from ſeveral of Plato's dialogues. The price paid by each ofhis

auditors at thoſe last exhibitions of his, here mentioned, was 50 human, or ll. 125. 3 L-d. See

Plat. in Cratyl. p. 384. and Aristot. Rhet. l. iii. c. 14.-8.

money.
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money. Whereas each of the others, whom I mentioned, has made more

money of his wiſdom, than any other. artificer 1 could ever earn from any

art whatever: and prior to theſe Protagoras did the ſame.

HIP. You know nothing, Socrates, of what highvadvantages belong to

our profeſſion. If you knew but how great have been my own gains, yon'

would be amazed. To give you only one instance :- Going upon a certain

time to Sicily, where Protagoras then reſided, high in reputation and reve

rend in years; I, though at that time in age greatly his inferior, gained in a

very ſhort time more than a hundred and fifty minas I': nay, from one

place only, and that a very little one, Inycum, I took above twenty 3.

This when I brought home with me, and preſented to my father, it struck

him and my other friends in the city with wonder' and astoniſhment.

To ſay the truth, I am inclined to think, that not any two of the ſophiſis,

name which you pleaſe, taken together, have acquired ſo much money as

myſelf.

Soc. A fair and a notable evidence have you produced, Hippias, proving

not only your own wiſdom, but how wiſe the world, too, is become now

a-days; and what difference there is between the modern wiſdom and the

antient in point of excellence. For of theſe predeceſſors of yours there is

reported great folly, according to your account of things 4*.. To Anaxagoras,

for instance, it is ſaid, happened the contrary of that lucky fate which beſel

you. For, when great wealth had been leſt him, he through negligence,

1 Arm; Moon/nag. The reaſon why Plato uſes this word, rather than nxvuwg, his uſual term

for artist, will appear in his dialogue named The Sophist; where he debaſes that profeſſion below

the rank of the meaneſl; artiſicer 'm any uſeſul or honest way.-S.

4 Equal to 484l. 75. 6d. Engliſh money.--S.

3 Equal to 641. Its. 8d. ln all our calculations we have followed the uſual way of computing;.

in which an ounce of the ſilver coin of Athens is valued but at 5s. 2d. and'the Attic dþaxpn is

ſuppoſed equal to the Roman dennrius; though, as Dr. Arbuthnot judicioufly obſerves, there is

reaſon to think it was of greater value-S

4* 'ſaw 'yap Wpoflpew mpn Ava-anopou. ln our tranſlation we have omitted this last word; apprc.

bending it to have been at first one of thoſe, ſo frequently of old written .on the margin of books

by way of explication or illustration, and ſo frequently, when thoſe books came to be copied

afterward, aſſumed into the text. For, it' permitted to remain, it conſonnds or much disturbs the

construction z and ſo greatly puzzled the old tranſlators, that they have ſeverally given this paſſage

four different meaninge, all of them, compared with what follows, evidently ſpelling the ſenſe.

We ſhould chooſe, therefore, to read my 'my Woman my', Myt'ral n. r. A.-S.

they
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they ſay, lost it all : ſo ſilly was he with his wiſdom. And of other antient

ifiges they relate stories of the ſame kind. A clear proof, I think, therefore,

this which you exhibit, in what a wiſe age we live; and what diſproportion

the wiſdom of it bears to that oſ former times. Many too, I know, are

agreed in this opinion, that a wiſe man ought, in the first place, to be wiſe

to himſelf. Now the ſtandard of this kind of wiſdom is, it ſeems, he who can

get the most money. But ſo much for this. And now tell me, as to your

own gains, from which of the cities whither you have travelled did you col

lect the largest ſums P Undoubtedly it must have been from Sparta, whither

you have gone the oftenest.

HlP. Not from thence, Socrates, by Jupiter.

Soc. How ſay you P What, the least ſum from thence P

HIP. Never any thing at all.

Soc. It is a prodigy what you relate: and I am amazed at it, Hippias.

But tell me, as to that wiſdom of yours, has it not the power to improve in

virtuous excellence all your followers who are converſant with it, and will

learn ? '

HlP. In the highest degree, Socrates.

Soc. Were you able then to improve the ſons of the Inycians, yet wanted

ſuch ability with regard to the ſons of Sparta?

HIP. Far from it. -

Soc. The Sicilians then, I warrant, have a deſire of virtuous improve

ment; but the Spartans not ſo.

HIP. Strongly ſo, Socrates, have the Spartans.

Soc. \Vas their want of money then the reaſon why they followed you not ?

HlP. By no means; for of money they have plenty.

Soc. What account then can be given in ſuch a caſe as this, when they

were deſirous ofimprovement, and in no want of money to purchaſe it; and

you able to furniſh them with the highest degrees of it; why they did not

ſend you away loaded with riches? \Vhat ; certainly the reaſon of it cannot

.be this, that the Spartans can educate their ſons in a better manner than you

could educate them? Or ſhall we ſay they can? and do you admit this to be
true? i

HlP- By no means in the world.

Soc. Were you not able then to perſuade the young men at Sparta that,

by
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by the help of your converſation, they might make greater advances in vir

tue than ever they could hope to do from the company and converſe oſ their

fathers? 'Or could you not perſuade thoſe fathers that they would do better

to commit the instruction of their ſons to your management, than to under- .

take that care themſelves, iſ they had any affectionate regard ſor their off

ſpring? For it could not be that they envied their children the attainment

oſ the highest excellence in virtue.

HIP. I have no ſuſpicion of their euvying them ſuch an attainment.

Soc. Well now; and Sparta is really governed by good laws.

Hip. Who makes a doubt of it ?

Soc. Very well; and in cities governed by good laws the highest value

is ſet on virtue.

HIP. Certainly.

Soc. And how to teach virtue to others you know best of all men.

HiP. By much, Socrates.

Soc. Now the man who knows best how to teach and impart to others

the art of horſemanſhip, of all countries in Greece would not ſuch a man

meet with most honour, and acquire most wealth, in Theſſaly ', and where

ever elſe this art was cultivated most?

HiP. lt is probable he would. _

Soc. And will Anot the man who is capable of delivering the most valuable

instructions with regard to virtue, meet with most honour, and pick up most

money too, iſ he be that way inclined, in Sparta, and every other Grecian

city governed by good laws? - But in Sicily *, my friend, rather do you ſup

poſe, or at Inycum? Ought we, Hippias, to give credit to this? for, if you.

ſay it, we must believe. '

HIP. The truth is, Socrates, that the Spartans hold it ſacred 3 to make.

v ' See the beginning of Plato's Meno.-S.

* The Sicilians were as infamous for luxury as the Spartans were illustrious for virtue. Whence'

the Greek proverb, Ear-'Nun rpmrefa; and the Latin, Sim/z drlþtL-S.

3 This ſacred authority, which the Spnrtans attributed to the laws of their country, was owing

partly to the ſanction given to thoſe laws by the Delphian oracle; as appears from Xenophon'e

ſhort obſervations upon the Lacedaemonian polity; and partly to the ſanction oſ an oath taken by

their ancestors, through a stratagem oſ Lycurgus, to maintain his laws inviolable: for which ſee

Plutarch's life of that legiflator, tOWards the end.-S.

'VOL. Ill. 3 D no
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no innovation in their laws; and to educate their youth in no other way

than what is agreeable to their antient uſages '.

S'oe._ How ſay you? Do the Spartans hold it ſacred not toſſ do what is

right, but to do the contrary?

HlP. I would not ſay any ſuch thing, not I, Socrates.

Soc. Would not they do right then to educate their ſons in the better

way, and not in the worſe P

HIP. lt is true they Would: but the laws do not permit them to have

their youth educated by foreigners, or after a foreign mode', For, be

aſſured, iſ any foreigner ever acquired wealth at Sparta by teaching or in

firucting their youth, much more ſo ſhould I ; ſince they take great pleaſure

in hearing my diſſertations, and give me high encomiums: but in the affaik

of education, the law, as I ſaid, does not permit them the benefit of my in

structions. ſi

Soc. The law, Hippias, do you ſuppoſe miſchievous to the public, or

benefieial ?

HTP. it is instituted, I preſume, for the benefit of the public: but ſome

times, where the frame oſ the law is bad, it proves a public miſchief.

Soc. Well; but do not legiflators always frame the law with a view of

procuring for the public the greatest good? and becauſe without law it were

impoſſible to live in a (late of order and good government.

HlP. Without doubt, they do.

Soc. When thoſe, therefore, who undertake the making laws ſail of

procuring good, they have miſſed their end, and erred ſtom good govern

ment and law. Or how ſey you otherwiſe? -

HIP. Accurately ſpeaking, Socrates, I must own the thing is ſo ; but men

are not uſed to affix ſuch a meaning to the word law.

' The manner of the Spartan education may be ſeen at large in Cragius de Repub. Lacedaem.

lib. iii.-=S.

3 The Spartans, above all people being attached to the antient constitution of their government

and laws, were extremely jealous of having a taste introduced among them for foreign manners

and faſhions; becauſe they were well aware, that by theſe means an eſſential change in their con

flitution would gradually follow and take place. This jealouſy of theirs they carried to ſuch a

height, that they ſuffered no foreigner, or perſon of foreign cducation, to take up his constant

reſidcnce in Sparta; nor any of their own people to reſide for any confiderable length oſ time in

foreign countries.--S. _ _
A i ' So c.
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Soc. Do you ſpeak of men who know what law means, or of men who

want that knowledge?

HIP. I ſpeak of the bulk of mankind, the multitude.

Soc. Are theſe ſuch as know the truth of things, this multitude?

HIP. Certainly not.

Soc. But thoſe who have that knowledge, the wiſe, hold that which is

more beneficial, to be in reality, and according to the truth of things, more a

law to all men than what is leſs beneficial. Do not you agree with them in

this ?

HIP. I agree that in reality ſo it is. -

* Soc. Is not the nature and the condition oſ every thing ſuch as thoſe hold

it to be who are really knowing in the thing?

HIP. Undoubtedly.

Soc. Now to the Spartans, you ſay, an education under you a foreigner,

and after a foreign manner, would be more beneficial than to be educated

after the manner oſ their own country.

HlP. Andl ſay what is true.

Soc. And that which is more beneficial is more a law. This you ſay

likewiſe, Hippias.

HIP. I have admitted it ſo to be.

Soc. According, therefore, to your account, to have the ſons oſ the Spar,

tans educated under Hippias, is more agreeable to law; and their education

under their fathers is more repugnant to law; ſuppoſing that ſr0m_you they

would receive advantages really greater.

HIP. And ſo indeed would they, Socrates.

Soc. Now from hence it follows, that the Spartans violate the law in

not making you preſents of' money, 'and committing their ſons to your care.

Hip. Be it ſo: for you ſeem to argue thus in my ſavour; and it is not

my buſineſs to controvcrt your argument.

SOC. Violators of the law then, my friend, We find theſe Spartans, and

that in the most important article too; theſe, who are thought to be the

greatest obſervers of it. But, in the name oſ the Gods, Hippias, of what kind

are thoſe diſſertations for which they give you thoſe high cncomiums? and

upon what tolllCS do they take that great pleaſure in hearing you harangue?

3 D 2 No
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No doubt, they must be the ſame in which you have ſo much excellent

knowledge; thoſe which relate to the stars and the phznomena of the ſky.

HIP. They by no means endure to hear a word upon theſe ſubjects '.

Soc. But they take pleaſure in hearing a lecturc upon the ſubject of

geometry.

HrP. Not at all: for many of the Spartans know not even the common

rules of arithmetic; nay, ſcarcely, I may ſay, how to reckon.

Soc. They are far from enduring then to hear you diſcourſe on the nature

of numbers and accounts.

HIP. Very far from that, by Jupiter.

Soc. The ſubjects, then, I warrant you, are thoſe upon which you are

able to diſſert, divide, and distinguiſh, with the greatest accuracy of all men;"

concerning the power of letters and ſyllables, of harmonies and rhythms '.

HIP. What harmonies, or what letters, my good man, do they concern.

themſelves about i

Soc. Well; what are the ſubjects, then, upon which they attend to you;

with ſo much pleaſure to themſelves, and ſo much commendation of you i.

Tell me yourſelf, ſince I cannot find it out.

HIP. Concerning the genealogies, O Socrates, of the heroes and of men ;;

* The polity of the Spartans was contrived with a view of' making them a military people.

For this reaſon, the mechanical and' neceſſary arts were l'eſt to ſervants and flaves; and ſuch part

only of the liberal kind was admitted amongst them as contributed to military ſkill, or fitted them!

for_the toils and the stratagems of war. But philoſophy and the ſciences are ſaid to have been.

wholly excluded. Many paſſages from the antient: in proof of this are collected by the anno

tators on Elian. Var. Hist. I. xii. c. so. and by Nic. Craig, in his treatiſe before cited, I. iii. Per

haps, however, it was only ſo in appearance." It may be worth while to examine and'conſider

well what Plato ſays on this ſubjectin his Protagoras.-S.

3 The Spartans were not more remarkable for a contempt oſ- gramrnar and mathematics, than.

was Hippias for his ſkill in thoſe ſciences, as appears from the ſhorter dialogue called by his name.

This part of the lntroduction, the third and last, receives much grace from both theſe circum

flances. For the mention oſ the ſciences here in this manner, with a mixture oſ compliment and'

humour, ſeems to ariſe naturally from the character of the perſon with whom Socrates is conver

ſing, and from that of the people who are the preſent ſubject of this part of their eonvcrſation..

Plato uſes ſuch exquiſite art in the occonomy of his dialogues, that whatever is brought upon the

carpet appears to fall in naturally: at the ſame time that all the circumstances of it harmonize

together; and every particular contributes to carry on his deſigns, either the principaſ or ſubor

'tinue-3 beingindeed- purpoſely introduced for. the ſake oſ thcſc.--S. . .

* concerning
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concerning the migration of tribes, and ſettling of colonies; the antiquity

and first foundation of cities; in a word, concerning every thing in antient

flory, they hearken to me with the utmost pleaſure. So that I have been

obliged to study thoſe things myſelt for their ſakes, and to perfect myſelf in

all that ſort of knowledge.

Soc. By Jupiter, Hippias, it was fortunate for you that the Spartans take

no pleaſure in hearing a. man reckon up our archons from the time of

Solon '. For, if they did, the perfecting yourſelf in ſuch a catalogue would

ctput you to no little trouble.

HIP. Why ſo, Socrates? Upon hearing fifty names repeated only once,

'I will undertake to remember them.

Soc. It is true; but I did not Conſider that you had anexcellent memory.

So now 1 conceive the reaſon why, in all probability, the Spartans are de

lighted with you: it is becauſe you know ſuch a multitude of things, and

are of the ſame uſe to them that old women are' to children, to entertain

them with the recital of pretty fables and old stories. .

HIP; And by Jupiter, Socrates,.upon a manly ſubjecttoo, that of beauty in

manners.v For,. diſcourſing there lately of a complete rule of manners be

coming a young man, l gained much applauſe. , And I take this opportu

nity to inform you, that l have 'a diſſertation upon this ſubject extremely

beautiful, finely ſramed in every reſpect, but particularly admirable for the

choice ofwords *; The. occaſion, or way of introducing my diſcourſe, is

this:-

' This was the aera of the Athenian greatneſs. For the lenity of Solon's laws', the limitation

which they gave to the ſormidable power of a perpetual ſenate, and the popular liberty which they

establiſhed, produced in the people ſuch a ſpirit--the conſequence always of lenity in the govern

ment, legal liberty, and a ſhare oſ power-that Athens ſoon grew able to rival Sparta, and to be_

her competitor for the chief ſway and leading in the general affairs of Greece. Plato here, there

fore, intends a fine compliment to his country. That he could have no contrary view is evident z

becauſe the archons, or chief magistrate; of Athens, had been elected annually, nine in number,

eighty years bcſore the archonſhip of Solon, when his laws were inſiituted. Plato would not

have bounded his list of archons with the time of Solon, had his intention been tofitirizethe

Athenian constitution; as it may ſeem to ſome, who imagine him in all things to be in jest, and

always ſittirical.-S.

1 'ſhe Sophists were remarkably curious upon this head. The words which they affected t'

uſe were the ſmooth, the ſoft, and the delicate; the pompous, and the highly-compound; the

ſplendid, the florid, the figurative and poetical; the quaint, and the uncommon; the antique,

and
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this z-Aſter the taking of Troy, Neoptolemus is ſuppoſed to aſk advice of

Ncstor, and to inquire of him, what courſe of life. a young man ought to

follow in order to acquire renown and glory. Upon this Ncstor ſpeaks, and

lays down a great many excellent precepts concerning the beauty of manners

and a well-regulated life. This ' diſſertation chhibitod at Sparta; and

three days hence am to exhibit the ſame hero at Athens, in the ſchool of

Phidostratus, together with ſeveral other pieces of mine worth the hearing.

l do it at the request of Eudicus, the ſon of Apemantes. You will not fail,

I hope, being preſent at it yourſelf, and bringing others with you to be of

the audience, ſuch as are capablejudges oſ performances of this kind.

Soc. We ſhall do ſo, Hippias; if ſo it pleaſe God. But at preſent anſWer

me a ſhort question relating to your diſſertation. For you have happily re

minded me. You must know, my friend, that a certain perſon puzzlcd me

lately in a converſation we had together '-after I had been inveighing against

ſome things for their baſeneſs and deformity, and praiſing ſome other things

for their excellence and beautyq-by attacking me with theſe questions in a

very inſolcnt manner.-** Whence came you, Socrates, ſaid he, to know

what things are beautiful, and what are otherwiſe? For can you tell me,

now, what the beautiful is ?" I, through the meanneſs of my knowledge,

found myſelf at a loſs, and had nothing to anſwer him with any propriety.

So, quitting his company, I grew angry with myſelf, reproached myſelf, and

threatened that, as ſoon as ever I could meet with any one ofyou wiſe men,

>I would hear what he had to ſay upon the ſubject, and learn and study it

thoroughly; and, thatdone, would return to my questioner, and battle the

point with him Over again. Now, therefore, as I ſaid, you are come hap

and obſolete; with many. new ones of their own invention; all, in ſhort, which any way ſerved

to pleaſe the ſenſe, or amuſe the fancy, without informing the understanding, Inſtances of all

'which are recorded in the antient critics, and may be ſeen collected, many of them by Creſolliuz

in Theat. Rhet. 1. iii. c. 23. As to the diction of Hippias in particular, it is repreſented by Mary

imus Tyrius, c. 23. to have been empty and unmeaning, and his eloquence void of ſolidity.

' This boasted diſſertation oſ Hippias was intitled Tppi'xpg, as we learn from Philostratus, in

'whoſe time it appears to have been extant. The plan of manners which it laid down, if we may

conjecture from the title, was taken from the Characters of the heroes in Homer's Iliad, chiefly

from that of Achilles, Hippias's favourite. See the (hotter dialogue called by his name-8.

1 This certainperſon was no other than the dianoe'tic part or power of the ſoul of Socrates:

for it i' this part which investigates truth, deriving its principles from intellectffl-T.

Pilr
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pily for me. Give me ample information then according-ly concerning the

nature of the beautiful itſelf: and endeavour to be as accurate as poſſible in

your anſwers to what I ſhall aſk you ; that I may not be confined a ſecond

time, and deſcrvedly again laughed at. For you understand the question, no

doubt, perfectly well. To you ſuch a piece of knowledge can be but a little

one, amongst the multitude of thoſe which you are master of. "

HIP. Little enough, by Jupiter, Socrates ; and ſcarcely of any value at all.

Soc. The more eaſily then ſhall I learn it; and n'Ot be confuted or puz

zled any more upon that point by any man.

HIP. Not by any man. For otherwiſe Would my ſkill be mean, and no

thing beyond vulgar attainment.

Soc. lt will be a brave thing, by Juno, Hippias, to get the better of the

man, as you promiſe me we ſhall. But ſhall I be any obstacle to the vic

tory ifſſl imitate his manner, and, after you have anſwered ſome question of

mine, make objections to your anſwer ; for the ſake only of more thorough

information from you P for I have a tolerable ſhare of eXperience in the prac

tice of making objections. If it be no difference therefore to you, I ſhould

be glad to have the part of an objector allowed me, in order to be made a

better master oſ the ſubject. '

HIP. Take the part oſ an objector, then: for, as I ſaid just how, it is no

very knotty point, thatwhich you inquire about. I could teach you to an

ſwer questions much more difficult than this, in ſuch a manner that none.

ſhould ever be able to reſute you. .

Soc. O rare! what good news you tell me! *But come, ſince you bid me

yourſelf, I will put myſelf in the place of my antagoniſt, try to be what he

is, to the best oſ my power, and in his perſon begin to question you. Now,

iſ he were of the audience, when you exhibited that diſſertation which you

talk of, concerning the beauty of manners, after he had heard it through,

and you had done ſpeaking, this point rather than any other would be upper

moſt in his mind to question you upon, this relating to the beautiful: for he

has a certain habit of ſo doing; and thus would he introdUCe it.--** E-Fean

flranger! I would alk you, whether it is not by having honesty that honest'

men are honest?" Anſwer now, Hippias, as if he propoſed the question.

Hip. l ſhall anſwer-It is by their having honesty.

SOC. Is not this ſome certain thing then, this honesty ?

Hn'.v
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Hrr. Clearly ſo. .

Soc. And is it not likewiſe by their having wiſdom that wiſe men are

wiſe? and by having good in them that all good things are good i

'Him \Vithout diſpute.

Soc. And are not theſe ſome certain real things '? for they are not

ſurely non-entities, by whoſe intimate preſence with other things thoſe

things are what they are.

HlP. Undoubtedly, realthings.

Soc. Iaſk you then, whether all things which are beautiful are not in

like manner beautiful'hy their having beauty ? '

H1P. They are, by their having beauty.

Soc. Some certain real thing, this beauty.

.HIP. A-real thing. But what is to come of all this?

Soc. Tell me now, friend stranger, will he ſay, what this thing is, this

beauty, or the beautiful.

HIP. Does not the propoſer of this question deſire to have it told him,

what is beautiful?

Soc. I think not, Hippias: but to have it told him what the beautiful is.

HlP. How does this differ from that?

- Soc. Do you think there is no difference between them?

.HXP. Thereiis not any.

Soc. You certainly know bet-ter. Obſerve ', my good friend, what the

question is. For he aſks you, not what is beautiful, but what is the beauti

ful.

Hip. I apprehend you, honest friend. And to that question, What is the

beautiful? J ſhall give an anſwer, ſuch a one as can never be confuted. For

be aſſured, Socrates, iſ the truth must be told, a beautiful maiden is the thing

beautiful.

' This is levellcd against thoſe who maintained that mind and the objects of mind have no

real being ; attribnting reality to nothing but that which they are able awpuf ram xupan MCwOm,

ſays Plato, (Theaeten p. 155.) " to take fast hold of with their hands 5" or, at least, which is the

object of one or other of their fenſes.-S.

' The Greek, as it is printed, is &pas-now. But the ſenſe, as we apprehend, not admitting an

adverſative adverb, the true reading probably is apace or &you-aope', that it, " Look cloſe, or near :"

for the Attic writers uſed the word bpou to ſignify the ſame with inns. See Harpoctat. p. 130,

131. ed. Gronov.-S.

Soc.
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Soc. An excellent anſwer, by the dog t, Hippias ; and ſuch a one as

cannot fail of being applauded. Shall I then, in anſwering thus, have an

ſwered the question aſked me? and that ſo well as not to be refuted?

HIP. How ſhould you be reſuted, Socrates, in avowing that which is the

opinion of all the world; and the truth oſ which all who hear you will

attest P

Soc. Be it ſo then, by all means. But now, Hippias, let me alone to

reſume the question, with your anſwer to it, by myſelf. The man will

Ainterrogate me after this manner: '4 Anſwer me, Socrates, and tell me, if

there be any ſuch thing as the beautiful itſelf', to whoſe preſence is owing

the beauty of all thoſe things which you call beautiful 3 P" Then ſhalll an

ſwer

' Plato has in his dialogucs drawn the picture oſ his hero with an exactneſs ſo minute, that he

ſeems not to have omitted the least peculiarity in the ordinary converſation oſ that great man.

Of this we have here an instance very remarkable. Socrates, it ſeems, in common diſcourſe

uſed frequently to ſwear by brute animals. The different reaſons which have been affigned for

his ſo doing, and the various cenſures paſſed on him, may be ſeen collected by Mcnage in Not.

ad Lae'rt. p. 92, 93.; M. Maſſicu in the first tome of Les Mem. de I'Acad. des Inſcript. 8: Belles

Lett. p. 205. -, and by M. du Soul in Not. ad Lucian. vol. i. p. 556. ed. Hemsterhus. Thus much

is evident, that the Cretans had a law or custom, introduced amongst them by Rhadamanthus, to

uſe that very kind of oaths; on purpoſe to avoid naming on every trivial occaſion the Gods in

whom they believed. See the authors cited by Olcarius in Not. ad Philostrat. p. 257. n. 21.

That the great Athenian philoſopher followed in this the example of the old Cretan judge and

lawgiver, is the opinion of I'orphyry, in l. iii. de Abstinent. 9 16. and indeed is in the highest

degree probable; becauſe we find Socrates ſwearing by the very ſame ſpecies of animals adjured

commonly by the Crctans. The dog is named the most frequently in the oaths of both; probably

becauſe domestic, and the most frequently in ſight when they were talking. See the Scholiast on

Aristuph. Av. ver. 521. and Suidas in voce 'Padaiuavfluog 5puo;.-S.

7 The Greek is, si 71 td'rn' uv'ro 'To 'mur- Among the Attic writers Et has often the force of an

adverb of interrogation, ſignifying " whether;" like the Engliſh particle " iſ." This is one of the

many idioms of our language, correſponding with thoſe ofthe antient Attic Greek. But this idiom

ſeems not to have been well known, or at least not here obſerved, by any of the tranflators: for

they all interpret this part oſ the ſentence in a eonditional ſenſe, making n a conditional con

junctZon. Nor does it indeed appear to have been better known to thoſe ohl tranſcribers of the

original, from whoſe copies are printed the editions we have of Plato- For thezr ignorance in this

point ſeems to have occaſioned thoſe corruptions of the text taken notice of in the two following

notes-46. -

3 'ſhe whole ſentence in the preſent editions stands thus: 10; Hot, 5 Xnnpa'rxg, amour-wat- 'ran-'a

way-m t'z thy; mm mal, e' 'H w-nv au-ra 'ro num, ran/r' an m' xaM; ln the latter part of this ſentence

there is undoubtedly an omiſſion; which we ought to ſnpply thus', Al 'O man' av en' now', as we

VOL. m. 3 1-: read
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fwer him thus: "A beautiful maiden is that beautiful, to whoſe preſiance

thoſe other things owe their beauty X"

HrP. Well. And do you imagine, after this, that he will ever think of

refuting you ? or attempt to prove your anſwer concerning the thing beauti

ful not a just anſwer? or, if he ſhould attempt it, that he would not be

ridiculous ?

Soc. That he will attempt it, friend, I am well aſſured : but whether in

ſo doing he will be ridiculous, will appear in the attempt itſelf. However,

I'll tell you what he will ſay.

HrP. Tell me then.

Soc. V How pleaſant you are, Socrates l" he will ſay. '4 Is not a beautiful

mare then a thing beautiful? commended as ſuch even by the divine

oracle '." What ſhall we anſwer, Hippias? Shall we not acknowledge, that

a mare

read in the ſentence following, where Socrates repeats the terms of the question: or rather, I) n.

r A. the dative caſe having been uſed by Socrates just before, when he stated the question first.--S.

* The Greek is printed thus : Eyu 32 in upon, ſlfl t' rrapOrva; man, 'amv an: 31' 5 'du-r' zv m' num.

But the ſenſe evidently requires us to expunge the word u before emperm, and to read in Taper-o;

um mAay ran, a. r. A. The author of this interpolation, no doubt, intended to make thin ſentence

anſwer to the former', and thus completed the ſeries of blunders, which aroſe gradually from that'

ignorance of the Attic idiom, uſed in the former ſentence, of which we accuſed the tranſcribers in'

note 7, p. 393. This last blunder has been the ſource of another, a most ridiculous one, made by

Augustinus Niphus in a Latin treatiſe De Pulchro. His intention, in the former part of that

work, is to illustrate the Greater Hippias of Plato. In purſuance of which he thinks it incum

bent on him, in the first place, to prove the excellence of ſome particular beauty; ſuch as may best:

ſhow, we preſume he means, the perfection of the ideal pattcm. For this purpoſe, he politely

and gallantl'y urges the following argument, manifestly borrowed from the error complained of in

this n0te 2 ** If the princeſs joan of Arragon be beautiful without a fault, then there must be fome

thing abſolutely beautiful in the nature of things : But none can deny the faultleſs beauty of the

princeſs Joun : Therefore, &c." And in proof of this laſt poſition, he gives us along detail ofthe

charms of that princeſs -, ſuch as, beſides the beauties of her mind and ſweetneſs of her manners,

he,- gnlden locks, blue eyes, dimpled chin, &e. &e. &c- from head to foot.-S.

I The oracle here meant is recorded at large by Jo. Tzetzes, chil. it. cap. 291. of which only

the following verſe relates to the preſent ſubject

'lrrwot Opium, AneFmpon-zt r' wants.

The dames of Sparta and the mares ofThrace

Excel amongst the female: of their kind.

Out of this the Grecians, with a little alteration, made a proverb, current amongſt them,

'In-'m
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a mare is beautiful likewiſe? meaning a beautiful mare. -For, indeed, how

(hould we dare deny that a beautiful thing is beautiful ?

HIP. True, Socrates. And no doubt the God rightly gave that com

mendation: for with us, too, there are mares exceedingly beautiful '.

Soc. ** Very well now," will he ſay : U but what, is not a beautiful lyre

too a thing beautiful i" Shall we allow it, Hippias?

Hip. Certainly.

Soc. After this he will ſay, (for with tolerable certainty I can gueſs he

will, from my knowledge ofhis character,) " But what think you ofa beau

tiful ſoup-pan, you ſimpleton you? is not that a thing beautiful then P"

HIP. Who is this man, Socrates? I warrant, ſome unmannerly and ill

bred fellow, to dare to mention things ſo mean and contemptible, upon a

ſubject ſo noble and ſo reſpectable.

Soe. Such is the man, Hippias ; not nice and delicate ; but a mean

ſhabby fellow, without conſideration or regard for aught except this, in

every inquiry,--What is true P-Thc man, however, must have an anſwer:

and in order to it, I thus premiſe-If the pan be made by a good workman,

'Imrav Ornament', Aamdmþwvmv 're ywauta.

A Spartan dame, and a Theſſalian mare.

See Barthius on Claudian, de 4t0 Conſ. Hon. ad ver. 543. pag. 697.

Hence it aroſe in time, that the words of the oracle itſelf ſuffered a change; and instead of

OFnT-iau was ſubstituted Oswazmar: with which alteration we find the oracle cited again by the

ſame Tzetzes, chil. x. c. 330. That the former word is the true reading, and the latter a cor

ruption, rather than the reverſe of this, is probable from the authority oſ a writer, the most antient

of thoſe who cite this oracle, Euſebius, in Praep. Ev. l. v. c. xxvii. pag. '32. ed. R. Steph.-S.

' We learn from Plutarch, vol. ii. p. 303. that the people of Elis carried their mares into other

countries to be covered. It is probable, thereſore, that they encouraged only the female breed

of that animal at home : eſpecially if it be true, what Pliny and Servius write, that mares are better

for a long race. See the annotators on Virgil, Georg. i. ver. 59. The Eleans were undoubtedly

thus curious about the breed, on account of the chariot-races in the Olympic games; which were

celebrated in their country, and from which they derived the advantage of being ſuffered to enjoy I

constant peace, with liberty and honour

Et quas Elis Opes ante pariirat equis.

Pnoren'r. l. i. el. 8. ver. 36.

And by her mares, ſo fleet in race to run,

'ſhe wealth which Elis antiently had won.-S.

3 E 2 ſmooth
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ſmooth and round, and well-baked; like ſome of our handſome ſoup-pairs

with two handlcs, thoſe which hold ſix coas ', exceedingly beautiful in

truth; if he mean ſuch a pall as theſe are, the pan must must be confeſſcd

beautiful. For how, indeed, could we deny that to be beautiful which has

real beauty ?

HIP. By no means, Socrates.

Soc. " Is not a beautiful ſoup-pan, then," he will ſay, " a thing beautiful ?

Anſwer."

HIP. Well then, Socrates, my opinion of the caſe is this: Even this veſſel,

if well and handſomely made, is a beautiful thing likewiſe. But nothing of

this kind deſerves to be mentioned as beautiful, when we are ſpeaking of a

mare, and a maiden, or any other thing thus admirable for its beauty.

Soc. So; now I apprehend you, Hippias. When the man aſks ſuch a

question as that, we are thus, it ſeems, to anſwer him :-" Honest man ! are

you ignorant how it was ſaid well by Heraclitus, t that the most beautiful

ape, in compariſon with the human 3 kind, is a creature far from beautiful?

Just ſo, the most beautiful ſoup-pan is a thing far from beautiful in compa

riſon with the maiden kind; as it is ſaid by Hippias the wiſe." Is it not

thus, Hippias, that we must anſwer?

HlP. By all means, Socrates: your anſwer is perfectly right.

Soc. Mind me now: for upon this, 1 am well aſſured, he will ſay to me

thus :-" But ſuppoſe, Socrates, the maiden kind were to be ſet in compa

riſon with the Goddeſs kind; would not the flame accident befall the maidens

in that caſe, which happened to the ſoup-pans compared with them? Would

' According to the accurate Dr. Arhuthnot's computation, the Attic zovſ, or xou, was a mea

ſure containing three quarts. So that the fine tureens here mentioned held 41- gallons.-S.

fl In the Greek we read aMg) yew. But, that we ought to read afflpmrwp yew, there is no

occaſion, we preſume, for any arguments to prove. It will ſufficiently appear from what is quoted

preſently after from the ſame Heraclitus. For, however dark or mysteriw/r his writings might

have been, as we are told they were, yet there is no reaſon to think he wrote abſizrdly. But the

abſurdity was eaſily committed by the tranſcribcrs of Plato; who probably ſometimes did not well

understand his meaning, certainly were not always very attentive to it. For we learn from thoſe

who are much converſant with antient manuſcripts, that wept-Me' often, and amor-mue: ſometimes, is

written in this coneiſe manner, oh?- And no error is more common in the editions of Greek

authors, than ſuch as are occaſioncd by this very abbreviation.-S.

not
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not the fairest maiden appear far from being beautiful? Does not Hera

clitus further teach this very doctrine, which you yourſelſmust needs infer

to be true ', that the wiſeſt of men, compared with a God, will appear an

ape in wiſdom and beauty and every other excellence ' P" Shall we own,

Hippias, the fairest maiden far from beautiful, in compariſon with a Goddeſs?

HIP. Who, Socrates, would preſume to call this in question P

Soc. No ſooner then ſhall l have agreed with him in this, than he will

laugh at me, and ſay, ** Do you remember, Socrates, what question you was

aſked ?"-** I do," I ſhall tell him ; " it was this: What kind of thing was

the beautiful itſelf?"--*' Nthn the question then," he will ſay, " concerned

the beautiful itſelf, your anſwer was concerning that which happens to be far

frombeautiful, according to your own confeſſion, as beautiful as it is."-" So

it ſeems," ſhall I ſay? Or what other reply, my friend, do you adviſe me to

make him ?

HlP. I think, for my part, you must reply in thoſe very words. For 3,

when

' The Greek is thus printed, By a'u Hra'yp; and by all the tranſlators interprcted after this man

ner: " That Heraclitus, whoſe testimony you cite z" as ifthe word mprupa was tacitly understood

after ev'n-131. Whether this intcrpretation he agreeable to the words of Plato, or not; we ſee it

plainly repugnant to the matter of fact: for it was not Hippias, but Socrates himſelf, who had

just before citcd I-leraclitus. Suppoſing, however, that the writings of this philoſopher were

cited frequently by Hippias; and that poſſibly, therefore, the meaning might be this: " He whoſe

testimony you are uſed to cite;" yet the alteration of the word 5' into 'O AN will, we preſume, to

every attentive and judicious reader, appear to make better ſenſe and reaſoning. For the ſaying of

Hcraclitus, which follows, as this philoſopher inferred the truth of it, by analogy, from his corn

pariſon between apes and men, is no leſs a proper inference, in the ſame way of reaſoning, from

what llippias had just before admitted to be his own meaning, and the amount of what he had

ſaid concerning the ſoup-pan compared with a beautiful maiden. Ourlearned readers will alſo ob

ſerve the construction to be much eaſier, and more natural, when the ſentence is read thus: H

an xzzi 'HpaxMi-ra; 'ram-o' TDUTO Myri, Bow an Eſſayp.-S,

1 ln this quotation from Heraclilus every one will diſcern the original of that thought in Mr.

Pope's Eſſay on Man

Superior beings, when oflate they ſaw

A mortal man unfold all nature's law,

Admit-ed ſuch wiſdom in an earthly ſhape,

And ſhowed a Newton, as vre ſhow an ape.-S.

3 We entirely agree with Manſ. Maucroy, in affigning the following ſentence to Hippias;

though ;tll the other tranſlations, with the printed editions of the Greek, attribute it to Socrates.

The
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when he ſays that the human kind compared with the divine is far from

beautiful, without doubt he will have the truth on his ſide.

Soc. " But were I to have aſked you at first this question," will he ſay,

* What is beautiful, and at the ſame time far from beautiful ?' and you

were to have anſwered me in the manner you did; would not you in that

caſe have anſwered rightly? And does the beautiful then itſelf, by which

every other thing is ornamented, and looks beautiful, whenever this form of

beauty ſupervenes and invests it, imparting thus the virtue ofits preſence,

does this still appear to you to be a maiden, or a mare, or a lyre ?"

HIP. Truly, Socrates, iſ this be the question which he aſks, it is the eaſieſt

thing imaginable to anſwer it ; and to tell him what that beautiful thing is,

by which other things are ornamented; and which, by ſupervening and in

vesting them, makes them look beautiful. So that he must be a very ſimple

fellow, and entirely a stranger to things elegant and fine. For, if you only

anſwer him thus, " that the beautiful, which he inquires after, is nothing

elſe than gold," he will have no more to ſay, nor attempt ever to refute

ſuch an anſwer. Becauſe none of us can be inſenſrble that, wherever gold

be applied or ſuperinduced, let the thing have looked ever ſo vile and ſordid

before, yet then it will look beautiful, when it is invested or ornamented

with gold.

Soc. You have no experience of the man, Hippias, how unyielding he is,

and how hard in admitting any aſſertion.

HlP. What ſignifies that, Socrates? He must of neceſſity admit what is

rightly aſſerted ; or, in not admitting it, expoſe himſelf to ridicule.

Soc. And yet will he be ſo far from admitting this anſwer, my friend, that

he will treat me with open deriſion, and ſay to me, ** You that are ſo puffed

up with the opinion of your own ſkill and knowledge, do you think Phidias

was a bad workman?" And l believe I ſhall anſwer, that he was fat from
being ſo. i

HIP. You will anſwer rightly, Socrates.

Soc. Rightly, without diſpute. But he, when l have agreed with him that

Phidias was a good workman, will ſay, '* Do you imagine, then, that Phidias

The error ſeems to have ariſen from want of obſerving, that the particle 'at in Plato has frequently

the force of yntp ; and that m do, though oftenerw And', anſwers to the Latin mimwro.--S.

3 was
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was ignorant of that which you call the beautiful P"-" To what purpoſe do

you aſk this?" l ſhall ſay.-" Becauſe Minerva's eyes," will he reply, "Phidias

made not of gold, nor yet the rest of her face ; nor the feet, nor the hands

neither: though ſhe would have looked handſomest, it ſeems, had ſhe been

a golden Goddeſs : but he) made theſe all of ivory '. It is evident that he

committed this error through ignorance; not knowing that gold it was

which beautified all things, wherever it was applied." VVhen he talks after

this manner, what anſwer ſhall we make him, Hippias?

HIP. There is no difficulty at all in the matter. We ſhall anſwer, " Phi

dias was in the right; for things made of ivory are alſo, as I preſume, beau

tiful."

Soc. " What was the reaſon, then," will he ſay, " why Phidias made not

the pupil of the eyes out oſivory, but out of stone rather? chooſing for that

purpoſe ſuch stone as (in colour) most reſembled ivory. Is a beautiful

stone then a thing beautiful too P" Shall we admit it ſo to be, Hippias?

HIP. We will; in a place where the stone is becoming.

Soc. But, where it is unbecoming, ſhall I allow it to be unhandſome, or

not ?

HIP. Allow it; where the stone becomes not the place,

Soc. " Well now; and is it not the ſame with ivory and gold, you wiſe'

man you i" will he ſay. " Do not theſe, where they are becoming, make

things appear handſome ; but far otherwiſe where they are uubecoming Z"

Shall we deny this, or acknowledge the man to be in the right P

HIP. We must acknowledge this, that whatever is becoming to any

thing makes it appear handſome.

Soc. Upon this, he will ſay thus: " NVhen that fine ſoup-pan, then,

which we have been ſpeaking of, is ſet upon the stove full of excellent ſoup ',

whether

' Al] the Other parts, not here mentioned, were of maffive gold: as we collect from Pliny's Na

tural History, l. axxvi. c. 6. compared with this place. For the Athenian Minerva was always

painted or carved with martial habiliments. lt became a Goddeſs to have theſe made of gold.

And with equal propriety, no doubt, did Phidias make of ivory the parts ſuppoſed to be leſt naked.

The Olympian Jupiter, and this admirable statue, the ſize of which far exceeded the human, were

esteemed the capital works of that great matter. See Plin. Hist. Nat. l. xxxiv. e. 8. The Mi

nerva stood in the [lago-m, or temple ofthat Goddeſs, at Athens.-S.

' The fine compound ſoups of the Athenians, to prevent ſpoiling the contexture of ſome of the

ingredients,
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whether is a golden ſpoon the most becoming and proper for it, or a ſyca

more ſpoon i"

HlP. Hercules! what a strange ſort of man, Socrates, is he whom you

are talking of! Will you not tell me who he is?

Soc. Should 1 tell you his name, you would not know him.

HIP. But I know already that he is ſome- ignorant ſilly fellow.

Soc. He is a very troubleſome questioner indeed, Hippias. But, how.

ever, what ſhall we anſwer? Which of the two ſpoons ſhall we ſay is most

becoming. and proper for the ſoup and for the pan ? ls it not clearly the

ſycamore 1 ſpoon? For this gives a better ſcent and flavour to the ſoup; and

at the ſame time, my friend, it would not break the pan, and ſpill the ſoup,

and put out the fire, and, when the guests were come prepared for feasting,

rob them oſ an excellent diſh. But all theſe miſchiefs would be done by that

golden ſpoon. We must, I think, therefore, anſwer, that the ſycamore

ſpoon is more becoming and proper in this caſe than the golden ſpoon:

unleſs you ſay otherwiſe.

HIP. Well, Socrates; more becoming and proper be it then: but, for

ingredients, and confounding the order oſ others, were, many oſ them, ſerved up to table in the

very stewing-pans in which they were made. See Aristoph. Eq. act. iv. ſee. 1. z Athenmus, l. ix.

p. 406. ; and Caſaubon. in Athen. p. 693. For this reaſon, that elegant people was very curious

about the beauty of theſe pans or diſhes. The matter of them ſeems to have been akind of porcc

lain, and the form not unlike our turecns. If the curioſity of any oſ our readers ſhould lead

them to inquire into the compoſition oſtheſe ſoups, they may ſatisſy it in ſome meaſure by looking

into Athenaeus and Apicius Czlius, l.v. e. 3.-S.

' In the Greek a'uxtvn. But that we ought to read mind/um, there is great reaſon to ſuſpect.

For the wood oſ the fig-tree was ſound ſo unfit a material in the making any domestic utenſils,

&e. that the Greeians in common ſpeech metaphorically called whatever was uſeleſs, awe-va', nſig

me tlring, this or that. Upon which account Horace gives that wood the epithet of " inutile," l. i.

ſat. 3. Whereas the wood of the ſycamore-tree, anxapuvog, is by Theophraſlus ſaid to be Law'

man; 'one mal/m', Hist. Plant. l. iv. c. 2. Not to inſist on the extreme bitterneſs oſ fig-tree wood

to the taste; and the offenſiveneſs oſ its ſmoke, when burning, beyond that of any other tree :

(ſee Plutarch, vol. ii. p.684.) qualities uhich ſeem to indicate the ſcent and ſlavour of it not

to be very agreeable. The alteration of this word is eaſily accounted for. The 'wealth/oſ, or

mumping, being the ſame with the own' Atwvma, it is probable that the Alexanduian Platonists, to

illustrate the word evxamim, wrote in' the margin oſ their books ounnm: which afterwards the more

eaſily took place oſ the other, becauſe the fig-tree was well known to be the most common oſ any

tree in Attica.--S.

my
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my part, I would not hold diſcourſe with a fellow who aſked ſuch ſort of

questions.

Soc. Right, my dear friend. For it would not be becoming or proper

for you to be beſpattered with ſuch vile dirty words, ſo finely dreſſed ' as

you are from top to toe, and ſo illustrious for wiſdom through all Greece.

But for me-it is nothing to clirty ' myſelf against the man. Give me my

leſſon, therefore, what I am to ſay; and anſwer in my name. For the man

now will ſay thus: "lf the ſycamore ſpoon then be more becoming and

proper than the golden one, must it not be handſomer P"

HIP. Yes. Since the proper and becoming, Socrates, you have granted

to be handſomer than the improper and unbecominO.

Soc. What, Hippias; and ſhall we grant him too, that the ſycamore

ſpoon has more beauty in it than the golden ſpoon?

HiP. Shall l tell you, Socrates, what you ſhall ſay the beautiful is, ſo as

to prevent him from all further cavilling and diſputing?

Soc. By all means: but not before you tell me whether of the two

ſpoons we have been talking of is the most beautiful, as well as the most

proper and becoming.

HlP. Well then; if it pleaſes you, anſwer him, 5' It is that made of the

ſycamore tree."

Soc. Now ſay what you was just going to ſay. For this anſwer, in

which l pronounce gold to be the beautiful, will be refuted; and gold will be

demonstrated, l find, not to be at all more beautiful than ſycamore wood.

But what, ſay you, is the beautiful now?

HIP. I will tell you. For when you aſk me, '4 \Vhat is the beautiful?"

you would have me, l perceive, give you for anſwer ſomething which ſhall

never, in any place, or to any perſon, appear otherwiſe than beautiful.

Soc. By all means, Ilippias, And now you apprehend me perfectly

WL'll. But oblerve what I ſay: Be aſſured, that if any man ſhall be able to

' The fine dreſs in which Hippias appeared at the Olympic games, is related by Plato in the

leſſcr dialogue of his name; and more at large by Apuleius, lorid. l.ii. Elian alſo tells us,tl1at

the ou i ary attire of that ſophist, whenever he appeared abroad, was of a ſcarlet colour, ſuch as

in thoſe days peculiarly belonged to pcrſons of high dignity. Var. Hist. l. xii. c. 32,-S.

1 Meaning, that he was accustomed to ſubmit his fancies and paflions to the ſevere diſcipline

and rough 'reatment of his higher principle.-S.

voL. In. 3 F controvert
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controvert our new anſwer, l ſhall vow never more to praiſe anv thino for

its beauty. Now in the name of the Gods proceed, and tell it me wichout

delay. _

A HIP. I ſay then, that always, and to every perſon, and in every place it

will appear the most beautiful, lovely, and deſirable thing in the world, to

be rich, healthy, honoured by his country, to arrive at a good old age, to

give his parents an honourable burial, and at length to have the last offices

performed ſor himſelſhonourably and magnificently by his own iſſue.

Soc. brave! O rare! How admirable, how great, and how worthy oſ

yourſelf, Hippias, is the ſpeech you have now ſpoken l By Juno, I receive

with much pleaſure that hearty willingneſs oſyours to give me all the affist

ance in your power. But we reach not the point yet. For now 'will the

man laugh at us more than ever, you may be aſſured.

HIP. An ill-timed laugh, Socrates. For in laughing, when he has nothing

to object, he will in reality laugh only at himſelf; and be the ridicule oſ all

who happen to be preſent.

Soc. Perhaps ſo. But perhaps, alſo, as ſoon as I have thus anſwered,

I ſhall be in danger, iſ I propheſy aright, of ſomething beſides the being

laught at.

HIP. What beſides?

Soc. That, iſ he happens to have a cane in his hand, unleſs I run away

and eſcape him, lie will aim ſome very ſerious strokes at me.

HrP. How ſay you P What, is the man ſome master of yours then? for,

otherwiſe, would he not be puniſhed ſor the injury done you P Or, is there no

justice in your city? but the citizens are permitted to aſſault and beat one

another injuriouſly.

Soc. By no means are they permitted to do any ſuch thing.

HlP. Will he not, therefore, be condemned to puniſhment, as having beaten

you injurioufly P -

Soc. l ſhould think he would not, Hippias; not having beaten me injuri

oufiy if l had made him ſuch an anſwer; but very deſervedly, as it ſeems to me.

HIP. It ſeems ſo then to me, Socrates ; iſyou are of that opinion yourſelf.

SOC: Shall I tell you, why, . in my own opinion, I ſhould have deſerved a

beating, iſ I had ſo anſwered P-Will you condemn me too without trying the

cauſe? or will you hear what Ihave to ſay P

8 HIP.
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HtP. lt would be a hard caſe indeed, Socrates, ſhould I deny you a hearing_

But what have you to ſay then ?

Soc. l will tell you ; but in the ſame way as I talked with you just now,

aſſuming his character, whilst you perſonate me. I ſhall do this, to avoid

treating you in your own perſon with ſuch language as he will ule in repri

manding me, with harſh and out-of-the-way terms. ForI aſſure you that

he will ſay thus :--** Tell me, Socrates; think you not that you deſerve a

beating, for having ſung that pompous strain, ſo foreign to the deſign of

the muſic; ſpoiling thus the harmony, and wandering wide of the point

propoſed to you P"-" How ſo P" I ſhall aſk him.-*= How?" he will reply :

** can you not remember that l aſked you concerning the beautiful itſelf,

that which makes every thing beautiful, wherever it comes and imparts the

virtue of its preſence; whether it communicates it to stone or wood, to man

or God, to actions and manners, or to any part of ſcience. Beauty itſelf,
man, I aſk you what it is: and I can no more beat into Ayour head what

I ſay, than if you were a stone lying by my ſide, nay a mill-stone too, with

out ears or brains." Now, Hippias, would not you be angry with me, if I,

frightened'with this reprimand, ſhould ſay to him thus :-" Why, Hippia's

ſaid, this was the beautiful; and I aſked him, just as you aſk me, what was

beautiful to all perſons, and at all times."_What ſay you? will you not be

angry ifl tell him thus?

Hip. That which I deſcribed, Socrates, is beautiful, I am very poſitive, in

the eyes of all men '.

Soc. " And always will it be ſo i" he will ſay: V for the beautiful itſelf

must be always beautiful." '

HIP. To be ſure.

Soc. " And always was it ſo in former times?" he will ſay.

HlP. It always was ſo.

Soc. " What P and to Achilles too," he will ſay, " did the Elean

stranger affirm it was a beautiful and deſirable thing to ſurvive his progeni

tors? and that it was the ſame to his grandfather ſEacus, and the rest

* At the end of this ſentence, in the Greek, are added the words um BoEn. Theſe we have'

omitted to tranſlate; on a preſumption that they were at first but a marginal various reading of

the words which follow, um ta'rat, ſpoken by Socrates. For the difference between real and

apparent beauty falls not under conſideration in this part of the argument.-S.

3 F 2 of
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oſ thoſe who were the progeny of the Gods? nay, that it was ſo even to the

Gods themſElves i"

Hip. \Vhat a fellow is this! Away with him 1 ! Such questions as theſe

are profane, and improper to be aſked.

Soc. But is it not much more proſanc for any man, when theſe questions

are aſked him, to anſwer in the affirmative, and to maintain ſuch propoſitions?

HlP, Perhaps it is.

Soc. ** Perhaps then you are this man," will he ſay, " who affirm it to be a

thing always, and to every perſon, beautiful and deſirable, to be buried by his

deſcendents, and to bury his parents. Was not Hercules one of theſe very

perſons? and thoſe whom we just now mentioned, are not they alſo to be

included in the number?"

HIP. But I did not affirm it was ſo to the Gods.

Soc. Nor to the heroes, I preſume.

HiP. Not to ſuch as were children of the Gods.

Soc. But to ſuch only as were not ſo.

HIP. Right.

Soc. Amongst the number oſ heroes then, it ſeems, according to your

account, to Tantalus, and Dardanus, and Zethus, it would have been a ſad

thing, a horrible proſanation of deity, to ſuppoſe it, and a fatal blow to their

own honour; but to Pelops, and others born oſ men like him, it was a

glorious thing, beautiful and deſirable.

HIP. So I think it to be.

Soc. 4' You think this then to be true, the contrary oſ which you main

tained just now," will he ſay, ** that to ſurvive their ancestors, and to be buried

1 The Greek is, Ham' r; [lakszſh Various explications of this proverb are given us; by

Timaeus, (in Lexic. Platonic.) Heſychius, Suidns, and others. But to us none of them are ſatis*

ſactory, Eglſmus, with his uſual acuteneſs and ſagacity, was the firſt, ſo far as we know, who

jſcovered the most pxoþabje origin oſ it: though with his uſual Socratic modesty he only ſays,

It ſeems to be ſo; and after the accounts uſually given of it, offers his own, which is this: that

the particular ſpot oſ ground, where a great part of the Perſian forces periſhed in the battle of

Marathon, a deep marſh in which they ſunk and were overwhelmed, being, as he obſerves from

Pauſanias, called Manciple, the Grecians uſed this proverbial ſpeech by way of detestation, when

they curſed any man, "Throw him into Macaria!" the place where out detested enemies lie

periſhed. See Eraſm. Adag. chil. ii. cent. 1. n. 98. Schottun gives the ſame interpretation, in

the very words oſ Eraſmus; but, like many other learned commentators, without acknowledging

his author, Schol. in Zenobium, p. 42.-S.

by
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by their deſcendants, is, in ſome caſes i, and to ſome perſons 3, a dishonour

able and a horrible thing : nay more, it ſeems not poſſible that ſuch a thing

ſhould be, or evEr become, beautiful and deſirable to all. So that this which

you now hold to be the beautiful, happens to be in the ſame caſe with thoſe

your former favourites, the maiden and the gold; ſometimes it is beautiful,

and ſometimes otherwiſe: but a circumstance still more ridiculous attends this;

it is beautiful only to ſome perſons, whilst to others it is quite the contrary.

And not yet," will he ſay, U not all this day long, are you able, Socrates,

to anſwer the question which you were aſked,-What the beautiful is." In

terms ſuch as theſe will he reproach me justly, ſhould I anſwer him as vou

directed me, Much after the manner, Hippias, whichl have now repreſeiited

to you, proceed the converſrtions uſually held between the man and me. But

now and then, as if in pity try my ignorance and want of learning, he pro

poſes to me himſelf ſome pariſſcular matter of inquiry; and aſks me whe

ther I think ſuch or ſuch a thing to be the beautiful; or whatever elſe be the

general ſubject of the queflflon which he has been pleaſed to put to me, or

upon which the converſation happens at that time to turn.

HIP. How mean you, Socrates?

Soc. I will explain my meaning to you by an instance in the preſent ſnb.

ject.-" Friend Socrates," ſays he, " let us have done with diſputing in this.

way: give me no more anſwers of this ſort; for they are very ſilly, and

eaſily confuted. But conſider new, whether the beautiful be ſomething of

this kind; ſuch as in our diſpute just now we touched upon, when we ſaid

that gold, where it was proper and becoming, was beautiful ; but otherwiſe,

where it was improper and unbeeoming: and that the beauty of all other things

depended on the ſame principle ; that is, they were beautiful only where

they were becoming. Now this very thing, the proper and becoming,

eſſential propriety and decorum itſelf, ſee whether this may not happen to

be the beautiful." Now, for my part, I am uſed to give my aſſent, in ſuch

matters, to every thing propoſed to me. For I lind in myſelf nothing to

object. But what think you ofit? are you of opinion that the becoming is.

the beautiful ? ſi

HiP. Entirely am I, Socrates, of that opinion.

_*_ Meaning the eaſe of Achilles.--S. 2 That is, to the heroes,-S.

Soc..
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Soc. Let us conſider it, however; for fear we ſhould be guilty of ſome

mistake in this point.

HiP. l agree we ought ſo to do.

Soc. ()bſerve then. That which we call the becoming, is it not either

ſomething whoſe preſence, wherever it comes, gives all things a beautiful

appearance ; or ſomething which gives them the reality ofbeauty; or ſome

thing which beſtows both ', and cauſes them not only to appear beautiful,

but really ſo to be ? ,

HIP. I think it muſt be one or other of theſe.
Soc. Whether of theſe then is the becoming? i Is it that which only

gives a beautiful appearance? as a man whoſe body is ofa deformed make,

when he has put on clothes or ſhoes which fit him, looks handſomer than he

really is. Now, if the becoming cauſes every thing to look handſomer than it

really is, the becoming must then be a kind of fraud or impoſitiou with regard

to beauty, and cannot be that which we are in ſearch of, Hippias, For we

were inquiring what that was by which all beautiful things are beautiful.

As *, if we were aſked what that was, by which all great things are great,

we ſhould anſwer, V it was by ſurpaſſing other things of the ſame kind 3."

For thus it is, that all things are great : and though they may not all appear

great to us, yet, in as much as they ſurpaſs others, great ofneceſiity they must

be. So is it, we lay, with the beautiful; it must be ſomething by which

things are beautiful, whether they appear to be ſo or not. Now this cannot

be the becoming: for the becoming cauſes things to appear more beautiful

than they really are, according to your account of it; conccaling the truth

' A most egregious and groſs blunder has corrupted the Greek text in this place; where we

read ovFe-rrpa: instead of which we ought to read a/Lpoa'rfaz as will appear clearly in the courſe

of the argument. Yet, groſs as the b'under is, all the tranſlators have gchn into it.-S.

3 In the Greek we read ban; arm/re: 'ra pas-ram um pry-m, re: ſ'fllfixo'l'r'- St"pllel'< in his

Annotations ſays, he had rather the word was omitted. Parallel places might be found in Plato,

to justify in ſome meaſure the expreſſion as it llands. But u ere it neceſſary to make any altcr

ation, we ſhould make no doubt of ſuppoſing the error lay in the last words; nor ſcruple to 'end

them thus, ra (impexav TI. For, in the ſentence preſently after, where this ſimilitude as to the

manner of defining) is applied, Plato uſes the ſame way of expreffing himſelf, thus: em- dn poem'

xau 'ſo xan, um man-a turn-'11 av int-3. l 1

3 llhguimdc as we have ſhown in the Notes on the Parrot-hides, is, according to Plato,
he cauſe of lrmſſ-um'rutj to all things.-T. ct

of
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of things, and not ſuffering this ever to appear. But that which cauſes

them to be really beautiful, as ljust now ſaid, whether they appear to be ſo

or not, this it is our buſineſs to find Out, and declare the nature of it: for this

it is which is the ſubject oſ our ſearch, if we are ſearching for the beautiful.

HIP. But the becoming. Socrates, cauſes things both to be, and to ap

pear beautiful, by virtue of its preſence.

Soc. If ſo, then it is impoſſible for things really beautiful to appear other

wiſe; inaſmuch as there is preſent with them the cauſe of beautiful appear

ance.

HIP. Admit it impoſſible.

Soc. Shall we admit this then, Hippias, that all laws, and rules oſ action,

manners, or behaviour, truly beautiful, are beautiful in common estimation,

and appear ſo always to all men? Or ſhall we not rather ſay quite the re

verſe, that men are ignorant of their beauty, and that above all things theſe

are the ſubjects of controverſy and contention, not only private but public,

not only between man and man, but between different communities and civil

flates ' ?

' For a full explication of this paſſage we reſer our readers to Plato's First Alcibiades, Vol. I.

But more particularly we recommend to their peruſal, upon this occaſion, a convcrſarion

between Socrates and Hippias, related by Xenophon in his Memoirs of Socrates: becauſe it

confirms the truth of many circumstances in this dialogue; and, in particular, not only proves that

Plato drew the character of Hippias ſuch as it really was, but that he attributed to Socrates thoſe

ſentiments which were truly his. Xenophon introduces it thus, with his uſual ſimplicity:

'* I remember Socrates upon a certain time holding diſcourſe with Hippias of Elis concerning the

rule or standurd oſ right. The occaſion of it was this: Hippias, on his arrival at Athens, where

he had not been for a long time before, happened to meet Socrates, at a time when he was in

conference with ſome other perſons," &e. The whole converſation is too long to be here in

ſerted. But the following paſſage in it agrees with and illustrates this of Plato now before us.

It follows a boast made by Hippias, that concerning the rule, by which to judge of right and

wrong, he had ſome new things to deliver, which it was impoſſible for Socrates or any other per

ſon ever to controvcrt. Nn 'my 'Hpav, EPH, NE'Ya Aryu; a-yaflov tbpnnsvai, EI Way-'arms my oi dinary-m: Jixa.

xl-Witoiutvai. vrawovrai 3' or' Van-ran my' 'my Zinamv avnM-yovrt; 're 'car avrrdmauvrr; 'at a'ntmaZovrzr, 'run

worm; 3' aſ ZoMl; &lamp/anon mpi 'raw dluamv nal wonnen-at. " By Juno (ſaid Socrates), the diſcovery

which you tuik of having made, will be of great ſervice to the world, if it will put an end to all

diverſity of opinions amongst the judges concerning what is agreeable to justice: if there ſhall be'

no more controvcrſies, not ſuits at law, nor ſactions among the citizens concerning what is right

and what is wrong; nor any more diffchttces or wars between the cities, oecafioned by thoſe very

ueſlions." Eme. Am me. fliC. 3.-8.(i V- r

HIB
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HIP. Thus indeed rather, Socrates, that in thoſe points men are ignorant

of the beautiful.

Soc. But this would not be the caſe ifthoſe beautiful things had the appear.

ance of beauty, added to the reality: and this appearance would they have,

if the becoming were the beautiful, and cauſed things, as you ſay it does, both

to be and to appear beautiful, bestowing on them real and apparent beauty

at the ſame time. Hence it follows, that if the becoming ſhould be that by

which things are made truly beautiful, then the becoming must be the beau

tiful which we are in ſearch of, not that by which things are only made

beautiful in appearance. But if the becoming ſhould be that by which

things are made beautiful only in appearance, it cannot be the beautiful

which we are in ſearch of; for this bestows the reality of beauty. Nor is

it in the power of the ſame thing to cauſe the appearance and the reality,

both, not only in the caſe of beahty, but neither in any other inſlance what

ever. Let us chooſe now, whether of theſe two we ſhall take for the be

coming, that which cauſes the appearance of beauty, or that which cauſes

the reality.

HlP. The becoming, Socrates, I take it, must be that which cauſes the

appearance.

Soc. Fie upon it, Hippias ! Our diſcovery of the beautiful is fled away,

and hath eſcaped us. For the becoming has turned out to be a thing different

from the beautiful.

HlP. So it ſeems; and very unaccountably too.

Soc. But however, my friend, we must not give it up for lost. I have

still ſome hope lcfr, that the nature of the beautiful may come forth into

light, and ſhow itſelf.

HIP. With great clearneſs, Socrates, beyond doubt : for it is by no means

difficult to find. l am poſitive that, if I were to go aſide for a little while,

and conſider by myſelf, l ſhould deſcribe it to you with an accuracy beyond

that of any thing ever ſo accurate.

Soc. Ah ! talk not, Hippias, in ſo high a tone. You ſee what trouble it

has ng-Cl] us already ; and l tear lest it ſhould grow angry with us, and run

away st;ll further than before. But I talk idly : for you, l preſume, will eaſily

find it out, when you come to be alone. Yet, in the name of tize Gods, l

conjure you, make the diſcovery while l am with you: and, if it be agree

able
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able to you, admit me, as you did before, your companion in the ſearch. If

we lind it together, it will be best of all: and, if we miſs it in this way of

joint inquiry, l ſhall be contented, I hope, with my diſappointment, and you

will depart and find better ſucceſs without any difficulty. Beſides, if we now

find it, I ſhall not, you know, be troubleſome afterwards, teaſing you to tell

me what was the event of that inquiry by yourſelf, and what was the great

diſcovery which you had made. Now therefore conſider, if you think this

to be the beautiful. I ſay then, that it is. But pray obſerve, and give me

all your attention, for fear I ſhould ſay any thing fooliſh, or foreign to the

purpoſe. Let this then be in our account the beautiful, that which is uſcful.

I was induced to think it might be ſo by theſe conſiderations. Beautiful, we

ſay, are eyes; not thoſe which look as if they had not the faculty of ſight;

but ſuch as appear to have that faculty strong, and to be. uſeful for the pur

poſe of ſeeinor. Do we not?
i HIP. We do.

Soc. And the whole body alſo, do we not call it beautiful'with a view to

its utility; one for the race, another for wrestling? So further, through all

the animal kind, as a beautiful horſe, cock, and quail : in the ſame manner

all ſorts of domestic utenfi'ls, and all the conveniencies for carriage abroad, be

they land vehicles, or ſhips and barges for the ſea ; instruments of muſic like

wiſe, with the tools and instruments ſubſervient to the other arts: to theſe

you may pleaſe to add moral rules and laws. Every thing almost of any of

theſe kinds we call beautiful upon the ſinne accaunt; reſpecting the end for

which it was born, or framed, or instituted. In whatever way it be uſeful,

to whatever purpoſe, and upon whatever occaſion; agreeably to theſe cir

cumstances we pronounce it beautiful. But that which is in every reſpect uſe

leſs, we declare totally void of beauty. Are not you of this opinion, Hippias?

HIP. I am.

Soc. We are right, therefore, now in ſaying, that above all things the

uſcfulprovcs to be the beautiful.

HIP. Nlost certainly right, Socrates.

Soc. Now that which is able to operate or effect any thing, is it not uſe

ful ſo far as it has power, and is able? But that which is powerleſs and un

able, is it not uſeleſs?

VOL. III. 3 G HIP.
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HIP. Without doubt.

Soc. Power then is beautiful', and want of'power is the contrary.

HrP. Quite right. And many things there are, Socrates, which evince

the truth of this concluſion: but particularly it holds good in politics. For

the having ability in public affairs, and power in the state of which we are

members, is of all things the most beautiful : and want oſ ſuch power, witha

total defect of any ſuch ability, has of all things the meanest aſpect.

Soc. You ſay well. In the name of the Gods then, Hippias, does it not

follow from all this, that ſkill and knowledge are of all things the most

beautiful, and want of them the contrary ?

HIP. Ay, what think you of this, Socrates ' ?

Soc. S'oftly, my dear friend : for I am under ſome fears about the recti

tude of our preſent concluſions.

HlP. What are you afraid of', Socrates? For the buſineſs of our inquiry

is now in a fair way, and goes on as we could wiſh.

Soc. I would it were ſo. But let you and I conſider together upon this

point. Could any man execute a work, of which he has neither knowledge

nor any other kind of abilities for the performance ?

HIP. By no means. For how ſhould a man do that, for the doing of

which he has no abilities?

Soc. Thoſe people then who do wrong, and who err in the execution of

any thing, without erroneous or wrong intention, would they ever have

done or executed things wrong, had they not been able to do or execute them

in that manner?

HIP. Clearly they would not.

Soc. But the able are able through their abilities: for it is not inability

which any way enables them.

HIP. Certainly not.

Soc. And all who do any thing are able to do what they do.

HIP. True.

! Hippias is much flattered, and highly elevated, by this whole deſcription of' the beautiful now

drawn; preſuming himſelf interested deeply in it, on account of his ſuppoſed political abilities,

his various knowledge, and that ſkill in arts, as well the mechanic as the polite, for which he is

celebrated in the Lefl'er Hippias.-S.

Soc.
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Soc. And all men do many more wrong things than right; and commit

errors fmn their infancy, without intending to do wrong, or to err.

HIP. 'ſhe fact is ſo.

Soc. Well then : thoſe abilities, and thoſe means or instruments, which

hclp and are uſeful in the doing or executing any thing wrong, whether

ſhall we ſay they are beautiful? or are they not rather far from being ſo?

HII'. Far from it, in my opinion, Socrates.

Soc. The able and uſeful, therefore, Hippias, in our opinion, it ſeems, no

longer is the beautiful.

1'IIP. Still it is ſo, Socrates, if it has POWCſ to do what is right, or is uſe

ful to a good purpoſe.

Soc. That account is then rejected, that the able and uſeful ſimply and

abſolutely is the beautiful. But the thought, Hippias, which our mind la

boured with, and wanted to expreſs, was this, that the uſeful and able for

the producing of any good, that is the beautiful.

HiP. This indeed ſeems to be the caſe.

Soc. But the thing thus deſcribed is the profitable. is it not ?

HIP. It is.

Soc. From hence then is derived the beauty of bodies, the beauty of moral

precepts, of knowledge and wiſdom, and of all thoſe things just now enume

rated ; they are beautiful, becauſe profitable.

HlP. Evidently ſo.

Soc. The profitable, therefore, Hippias, ſhould ſeem to be our beautiful.

HIP. Beyond all doubt, Socrates.

Soc. But the profitable is that which effects or produces good.

HIP. True.

Soc. And the efficient is no other thing than the cauſe. Is it?

H'P. Nothing elſe.

Soc. The cauſe of good, therefore, is 'the beautiful.

Hip. Right.

Soc. Now the cauſe, Hippias, is a thing different from that which it

cauſes. For the cauſe can by no means be the cauſe of itſelf. Conſider it

thus: Did not the cauſe appear to be the efficient?

HIP. Clearly. ' - .

3 G 2 Soc,
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Soc. And by the effic'ient no other thing is effected than that which is

produced or generated ; but this is not the efficient itſelf.

HIP. You are in the right.

Soc. I's not that then which is produced or generated one thing, and the

efficient a thing different? -

HlP. It is.

Soc. The cauſe, therefore, is not the cauſe of itſelf; but of that which,

is generated or produced by it.

HIP. Without doubt.

Soc. If the beautiful be then the cauſe of good, good itſelf must be pro

duced or generated by the beautiful. And for this reaſon, it ſhould ſeem,

we cu-ltivate and fiudy prudence, and every other fair virtue, becauſe their

production and their iſſue are Well worth our study and our care, as being good.

itſelf. Thus are we likely to find from our inquiries, that the beautiful, as

it ſiands related to good, has the nature of a kind of father.

HIP. The very caſe, Socrates. You are perfectly right in what you ſky.v

Soc. Am I not right alſo in this, that neither is the father the ſon, nor is

the ſon the father?

HrP. Right in that alſo. 1

Soc. Nor is the cauſe the production, nor the production, on the other.

hand, the cauſe. *

HIP. Very right.

' Soc. By Jupiter then, my friend, neither is the beautiful good, nor is the

good beautiful. Do you think it is poffible it ſhould be ſo? Is it conſistent

with what we have ſaid, and are agreed in .Pſſ

HlP. By Jupiter, I think not.

Soc. Would this opinion pleaſe us then, and ſhould we chooſe to abide by

it, that the beautiful is not good, nor the good beautiful?

HIP. By Jupiter, no; it would not pleaſe me at all.

Soc. \Vell ſaid ", by Jupiter, Hippiasz and me it pleaſes the least of

- any

1 As the ſubject oſ this dialogue is, as we have obſerved in the Introduction to it, the beauty

which ſubſists in ſoul, and as ſuch beauty isconſubſistent with the good which alſo ſubſiſts in the

ſoul, hence it follows, that every thing which is beautiful in the ſoul is good, and every thing

there
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any of thoſe deſcriptions or accounts which we have hitherto given of the

beautiful. '

HIP. So I perceive.

Soc. That deſinition of it, therefore, which we thoughtjust now the most

excellent of all, that the profitable, the uſeful and able to produce ſome good

or other, was that beautiful, is in danger oflofing all its credit with us; and

of appearing, if poſſible, more ridiculous than our former accounts of it,

where we reckoned the maiden to bc the beautiful, or any other particular

Whoſe defect we have before diſcovered.

HIP. It ſeems ſo, indeed.

Soc. And for my own part, Hippias, I ſee no way where to turn myſelf

any more, but am abſolutely at a loſs. Have you any thing to ſay?

HIP. Not at preſent. But, as-I ſaid just now, after a little conſidering

I am certain I ſhall find it out,

Soc. But l fear, ſo extreme is my deſire of knowing it, that] ſhall not."

be able to wait your time. Beſides, I haVe just met with, as I imagine, a-

fair kind of opening to the diſcovery. For conſider that which gives us

delight and joy, (I ſpeak not of all kinds of pleaſure, but of that only which

ariſes in us through the hearing and the ſight,) whether we ſhould not calli

this the beautiful, And how, indeed, could we diſpute it'? ſeeing that

it is the beautiful of our own ſpecies, Hippias, with the ſight of whom we

are ſo delighted :v that we take pleaſure in viewing all beautiful works of '

the loom or needle; and whatever is well painted, carved, or moulded_.

It is the ſame with the hearing :v for well-meaſured' ſounds and all muſical

harmony, the beauties of proſaic compoſition alſo, with pretty fables and

well-framed stories, have the like effect: upon us, to be agreeable, to be'

there which is good is beautiful. This reciprocation, however, does not take place between the

good, the ineffable principle of things, and the beautiful itſelf, the ſource oſ every kind of beauty :

for the former is ſupercſſential, but the latter is an intelligible idea. See the ſixth book oſ the Re

public, and p. 516 of the Additional Notes on the First Alcibiades. The aſſertion oſ Mr. Sydenn

ham, therefore, in his note on this part, is very erroneous, " that, according to Socrates andt

Plato, the ſovereign beauty is the ſource of all good."'-T.

' In the Greek we read thus, Hw; -n ap'av a-ynvicoimaa; But, ſince we know oſ no precedent

in Plato for the uſe of two interrogativcs in this manner, that is, without the conjunction 'i (or)

between them; we ſuppoſe it ought to be read either ſlay; FAP av a'YNYICCIH-Ecta z or H-POZ 71 FAP'

a. 7. A. U To what purpoſe ſhould we contend about it Z"-S-*

6 delightful,
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delightful, and to charm. Were we to give, therefore, that petulant and

ſaucyſſ fellow this anſwer-" Noble ſir, the beautiful is that which gives us

pleaſure through the hearing, and through the ſight," do you think we ſhould

not-restrain his inſolence i

HIP. For my part, Socrates, I think the nature of the beautiful now truly

well explained.

Soc. But what ſhall we ſay of the beauty of manners, and of laws,

I'lippiasi Shall we ſay it gives us pleaſure through the hearing, or through

the ſight? or is it to be ranked under ſome other kind?

HIP. Perhaps the man may not think of this.

Soc. By the Dog, Hippias, but that man would, of whom I stand in awe

the most of all men; and before whom l ſhould be most aſhamed if I trifled,

and pretended to utter ſomething of great importance, when in realityl

talked idly, and ſpoke nothing to the purpoſe.

HIP. Who is he?

Soc. Socrates, the ſon ofSophroniſcus; who would no more ſuffer me to

throw out ſucb random ſpeeches, or ſo readily decide on points which l had

not thoroughly ſifted, than he would allow me to talk of things which I am

ignorant of, as ifI knew them.

HIP. Why, really, I must own, that to me myſelf, ſince you have started

the obſervation, the beauty of laws ſeems referable to another kind.

Soc. Softly, Hippias. For, though we have fallen into freſh difficulties,

equal to our former ones, about the nature of the beautiful, we are in a fair

way, I think, of extricating ourſelves out of them.

HlP. How ſo, Socrates?

Soc. I will tell you how the matter appears to me z whether or no there

be any thing material in what Iſay, you will conſider. The beauty then of

laus and of manners, I imagine, may poſſibly be found not altogether abs

tracted from that kind of ſenſation which ariſes in the ſoul through the

ſenſes of hearing and of ſight. But let us abide awhile by this deſinition,

that " what gives us pleaſure through theſe ſenſes is the beautiful," with

out bringing the beauty of laws the least into question. Suppoſe then, that

eilh.r the man oſ whom I am ſpeaking, or any other, ſhould interrogate us

after this manner: '4 For what reaſon, Hippias and Socrates, have you

ſeparated from the pleaſant in general that ſpecies of it in which you ſay

conſists
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conſists the beautiful; denying the character of beautiful to thoſe ſpecies of

pleaſure which belong to the other ſenſes, to the pleaſures oftaſle, the joys of

Venus, and all others of the ſame claſs? Do you refuſe them the character

of pleaſant alſo, and maintain that no pleaſure neither is to be found in theſe

ſhuſations, or in any thing beſide ſeeing and hearing?" Now, Hippias, what

ſhall we ſay to this?

Hip. By all means, Socrates, we must allow pleaſure to be found alſo in

theſe ſenſations; a pleaſure very exquiſite;

Soc. " Since theſe ſenſations then afford pleaſure," will he ſay, '5 no leſs

than thoſe others, why do youdeprive them of the name of beautiful, and rob

them of their proper ſhare of beauty ' P" " Becauſe there is no one who would

not laugh at us," we ſhall anſwer, " were we to, call eating a beautiful. thing,

instead ofa pleaſant; or the ſmelling ſweet odours, were we to ſay, not that

it was pleaſant, but that it was beautiful. Above all, in amorous enjoy

ments, all the world would contend, there was the highest degree of the:

ſweet and pleaſant ; but that whoever was engaged in them ſh0_uld take care

not to be ſeen, the act oſ love being far from agreeable to the ſight, or beau- '

tiful." Now, Hippias, when we have thus anſwered, he may reply, per

haps, in this manner :-" 1 apprehend perfectly well the reaſon why you

have always been aſhamed to call theſe pleaſures beautiful ; it is becauſe they

ſeem not ſo to men. But the question which I aſked you was not, What

ſeemed beautiful to the multitude; but, WVhat was- ſo in reality." Then

ſhall we anſwer, I preſume, only by repeating our last hypotheſis, that

** we ourſelves give the namc of beautiful to that part only of the pleaſant

which ariſeth. in us by means of our ſight and hearing." Buthave you any

thing to ſay which may be of ſervice to our argument? Shall we anſwer'

aught beſides, Hippias?

HIP. To what he has ſaid, Socrates, it is unneceſſary to make any ſur

ther anſwer.

Soc. N Very well now," will he ſay. '* If the pleaſant then,*ariſing through

the ſight and hearing, be the beautiful, whatever portion of the pleaſant hap

' This ſentence is ill pointed by H. Stephens in two places: in the ſirst'of which, at least, we

think it was done with deſign; ſo as to give us this constructionz-J' What? Do you deprive,*"

&e. That learned editor was ſond of doing the ſame in many other ſentences; and particularlyv

in one, a little before this, he has in the margin propoſed the like alteration.-S.

pens;
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pens not to be this, it is clear it cannot be the beautiful." Shall we admit

this?

HIP. Certainly.

Soc. *' ls that portion of the pleaſant then," he will ſay, " which ariſes

through the ſight, the ſame with that which ariſes through the ſight and

hearing? Or is that which ariſes through the hearing, the ſame with that

which ariſes through the hearing and the ſight i" " That which ariſeth in

us through either of thoſe ſenſes alone, and not through the other," we ſhall

anſwer, " is by no means the ſame with that which ariſes through them both.

For this ſeems to be the import of your question. But our meaning was,

that each of theſe ſpecies of the pleaſant was, by itſelf ſeparately, the beau-

tiful; and that they Were alſo, both of them together, the ſame beautiful."

Should we not anſwer ſo?

HIP. By all means.

Soc. 5' Does any ſpecies of the pleaſant then," he will ſay, " differ from

'any other, whatever it be, ſo far as it is pleaſant? Obſerve; I alk you not if

one pleaſure is greater or leſs than anorher, or whether it is more or leſs a

pleaſure : but whether there is any difference between the pleaſures in this

reſpect, that one of them is pleaſure, the other not pleaſure." In our opi

nion there is no difference between them, of this kind. Is there any?

HIP. I agree with you, there is not any.

Soc. '5 For ſome other reaſon, therefore," he will ſay it is, t' than becauſe

they are pleaſures, that you have ſelected theſe ſpecies of pleaſure from the

rest, and given them the preference. You have diſcerned that there is

ſomething or other in them by which they differ from the rest; with a view

to which difference you distinguiſh them by the epithet of beautiful. Now

the pleaſure which ariſeth in us through the ſenſe of ſeeing, deriveth not its

beauty from any thing peculiarly belonging to that ſenſe '. For, if this were

the cauſe of its being beautiful, that other pleaſure which ariſes through the

hearing never would be beautiful, as not par-taking of that which is peculiar

to the ſenſe of ſeeinv." *' You are in the right," ſhall we ſay?

HiP. We will.

1 That is, not from colour, or from figure; but from the due degree and proper diſpoſition of

the colours; or from the jull ſize, fit arrangement; and proportbn of the parts; in a ward, from

meaſure, harmony, and order.-S.

Soc.
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Soc_ ce so neither, on the other hand, does the pleaſure produced in us

through the ſenſe of hearing derive its beauty from any circumstance which

peculiarly attends the hearing 1. For, in that caſe, the pleaſure produced

through ſeeing would not be beautiful, as not partaking of that which is

peculiar to the ſenſe of hearing '." Shall We allow, Hippias, that the man

is in the right when he ſays this ?

HIP. Allow it.

Soc. V But both theſe pleaſures now are beautiful, you ſay." For ſo we

ſizy: do We not?

HIP. \Ve d0..

Soc. ** There is ſomething in them, therefore, the ſame in both, to which

they owe their beauty, a beauty common to them both. There is ſome

thing, I ſay, which they have belonging to them both in common, and alſo

in particular to each. For otherwiſe they would not, both and each of them,

he beautiful." Anſwer now, as if you were ſpeaking to him.

HrP. [anſwer then, that, in my opinion 3, you give a true account of

the matter.

Soc. Should there be any circumstance, therefore, attending on both theſe

pleaſures of the ſight and hearing taken together; yet if the ſame circum

l That is, not from ſound, but from its just degree and proper tone; from the concord of

ſounds and their orderly ſucceſſion; from thoſe numbers and proportions by which ſound is mea
ſurcd.-S. ſ

4 The Greek of this paſſage is thus printed, contour m 7' 31' man; Now. So, in the ſpeech of

Socrates, immediately preceding, where the reaſoning is the ſame, only the terms inverted, we

rcad owww m 72 31' New; Norm- In both paſſages the ſenſe is thus very lame. Stephcns propoſes

this reading, auuow am 7: x. 1'. A. which is found, he ſays, in ſome old manuſcript. But the ſenſe

is very little amended by this alteration. Cornarius, whether from that manuſcript in the Huffen

ſiein library which he was favoured with the uſe of, or from his own ſagacity, has recovered a

part, at leaſt, of the true reading; thus, aim owe m 'ye x. r. A. For, that we ought to read oyx owq,

there can be no doubt', the argumentation ſhows it ſufficiently: but this amendment may,

we imagine, be improved by reading owe owa in: 31' anon; (and in the former paſſage 61' o-þcwg)

idovn.--S.

3 In the edition of Plato by Stephcns we read the Greek of this paſſage thus, mar Form zxm, a;

Arm; and by a marginal note we find, that it was ſo printed by deſign. but the editions of Aldus

and of Waldcr give us the last word, M'ytig, which is certainly right: for, in reading Myt', Hippias

is made to ſpeak ofthe man, nor to him, contrary to the intention of Plato expreſſed in the pre

ceding ſentence-5. -

VOL. 111. 3 H stance
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stance attend not on each taken ſeparately; or ſhould any attend on each

ſeparately ', yet not on both together; they cannot derive their beauty from

this circumstance.

HlP. How is it poſſible, Socrates, that any circumstance whatever, which

attends on neither of them, ſhould ever attend on both?

Soc. Do you think this impoſſible?

HIP. I must be quite ignorant, l own, in things of this ſort; as I am quite

unuſed to ſuch kind of diſputes.

Soc. You jest, Hippias. But I am in danger, perhaps, of fancying that l

ſee ſomething, ſo circumstanCed, as you aver to be impoſſible.

HIP. You are in no danger of any ſuch fancy, Socrates; but are pleaſed to

look aſquint purpoſely: that is all.

Soc. Many things, I aſſure you, of that kind appear to me very evident.

But l give no credit to them; becauſe they are not evident to you, who have

raiſed a larger fortune than any man living, by the profeffion of philoſophy;

and becauſe they appear only to me, who have never in that way earned a,

farthing. I have ſome ſuſpicion, however, that poſſibly you are not in earnest

with me, but deſign to impoſe upon me; ſo many things of that kind do I

perceive ſo plainly.

HIP. No one will know better than yourſelf, Socrates, whether I am in

earnest with you or not, iſ you will but begin and tell me, what thoſe things

are which you perceive ſo plainly. You will ſoon ſee that you talk idly. For

'you will never find a circumstance attending us both together, which attends

ſeparately neither you nor me.

Soc. How ſay you, Hippias P But perhaps you have reaſon on your ſide,

and I may not apprehend it. Let me, therefore, explain to you my meaning

more distinctly. To me then it appears, that ſome circumstance of being,

which attends not my individual perſon, not' yours, ſomething which belongs

neither to me, nor to you, may yet poffibly belong to both of us, and attend'

both our perſons taken together : and, on the other hand ', that certain cir

cumstances

' In the Greek text, after this first part of the ſentence, Eſ an 'n au'mu at' idovmaupa-rſpar 't'm

damv, imflpa De w', there is a manifest omiſſion of the following words, 'i inn-ny- my, aypxrrrpat a:

m, as will appear afterwards, where Socrates refers to this very ſentence.-S.

3 The Greek of this paſſage is thus printed: i'rtpa 6' go, a MOHFO' 'tum-Gan" um', ram Mt

3 . "you
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cumstances of being, not attending us both taken together, may attend each

of our ſeparate and ſingle perſons.

HIP. You tell me oſ prodigies still greater, I think, now ', Socrates, than

thoſe which you told me ofjustbeſore. For conſider : if both oſ us are honest,

man, must not each of us be honest? or, ſuppoſing each oſus diſhonest, must

we not both be ſo ? Iſ both are ſound and well, is not each alſo? Or, ſhould.

each oſ us now be tired oſ any thing ', or come offill in ſome combat be

tween us, or be amazed and Conſounded, or be affected any other way,

would not both of us be in the ſame plight? To go further; in caſe that

we had, both of us, images of ourſelves made of gold, or ſilver, or ivory; or

that both of us, if you will give me leave to ſay it, were generous, or wiſe'

or honourable; did both of us happen to be old or young; or to be poſſeſſed

of any other human quality ; or to be in any condition whatever incident to

human life; must not each of us be, of ahſolute neceſſity, that very ſame

kind of man, and in thoſe very ſame circumstances?

Soc. Beyond all doubt.

HIP. But you, Socrates, with your companions and ſellow diſputants;

conſider not things univerſally, or in the whole. Thus you take the beau

urxpa' man Z/Amv. By which the ſenſe of this part of the ſentence is made exactly the ſame with

that oſ the former part. But the words hepe. 3' an plainly indicate, that ſomething different i'

intended. And what this preciſely is, will appear in the beginning of page 421 5 where this fen.

tence of Socrates is repeated in other words, and ridiculed by Hippias. ln conformity with

which undoubted meaning of this paſſage, we are obliged to make an alteration here in the Greek

text, and to read it thus, irrpa J'ai', 5; MH Newe-rife' unware/ter me', 'rain-a 'EKATEPON man!

Spoon-s.

' lnstead of at', we preſume that we ought here to read w', as oppoſed to own' era-rrpa' at the

end of the ſentence.--S.

* Whoever has any taste ſor humour cannot fail of obſerving the drollery with which Hippias

is here made to confeſs in what condition he finds himſelf; tired of the converſation upon a ſub

ject, the tendency of which he is ignorant of, confuted over and over, and at length quite puz

zlcd with a ſeeming paradox. His ſly inſmuarion alſo here, that Socrates was in the ſame condition

with himſelf', and his other, just before, that Socrates reaſoned unfairly, like himſelf :nd his bro

ther ſophists z theſe strokes of humour will be obvious to all who are acquainted with Plato's artful

and humorous way of writing. But thoſe who have a delicacy of taste to diſcern the ſeveral

kinds of humour, will have an additional pleaſure in distinguiſhing the coarſe ſarcaſms and buſ

ſoon manner of l-lippias, both in this ſpeech and before in page 402, from the genteel and fine

raillcry always uſed by Socrates.--S- r

3 u 2 tiſul
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'tiful and chop it_ into pieces: and every thing 'in nature, which happens to

be the ſubject of your diſcourſe, you ſerve in the ſame manner, ſplitting zmd

dividing it l. HenCc 'you are unacquainted with the greatneſs oſ things',

with

' It was the manner of Socrates in converſation, whatever was the ſubject oſ it, to aſcend to

the conſideration of the thing in general; to divide it into its ſeveral ſpecies z and to distinguiſh

each ſpecies from the rest by ſome peculiar character, inorder to come at the deſinite and preciſe

nature of the very thing in question.-S.

' All things in nature, distinguiſhed intotheir ſeveral kinds, general and ſpeciſic, are, according

'ſo the 'Plato'nic doctrine, the unfolding oſ univerſal vform and beauty. That this principle, which

every where bounds every part oſ nature, may appear in a brighter light -, that oppoſite principle,

infinitude or the infinite, is here exhibited to view: and amongſt the various repreſentations

given of it by the antient phyſiologists, that oſ Anaxagoras is ſingled out 'from the rest; probably

for't'hisrea'ſon, becauſe it affbrds the strongest contrast: the infinite, according to his doctrine,

being, if the expreſſion may'bc allowed ps, 'infinite the most of all; or, as Simplicius styles it,

awe-pain; amipov, infinitely infinite. A 'ſommary account of which may be neceſſary to a full com

prehenſmn of the paſſage before us.--Down to the time of Anaxagoras, all the philoſophers

agreed in the doctrine of one infinite, material, principle of things. This was held by Pythagoras

and his followers to be nothing elſe than a common ſubject-matter of the four elements, or

primary ſorms oſ nature : from the various eombinations of which four, in various proportions,

are made all other natural bodies. By the diſciples of Anaximander it was ſuppoſed to have

lſorm, though indistinct and indeterminate z out of which all contrarieties aroſe through ſepara

'ti0n. Others imagined the infinite \to have ſome determinate and dillinct form : and theſe again

were divided. 'FOr ſome, at the head of whom Was Thales, thought it a watcry fluid, or moisture,

'replete wit'h4the ſeed-s of all things ; every thing being produced from ſome ſeminal principle by

fvolutlon-an'd-dilalation, through the action of the moist fluid. In'the opinion oſ others, oſ Anaxi

'theuesand his ſchool, it 'was a kind of air; from the rareſaction and condenſation oſ which were

produced other great and uniform kinds of body throughout the univerſe, by mixture making the

ilefl'er the compoſite. Such were the most antient accounts of the material cauſe oſ things, and

their origin out of the one infinite. But Anaxagoras struck out a new road to the knowledge of

mature. "For, denying the origin of things from any infinite one, whether determinate or indeter

minate, formed or unſo'med *, denying the existcnce of any primary or elementary bodies; deny

ing all eſſential change in nature, even any alteration in any thing, except ſuch as aroſe from

local motion, or the ſhifting oſ parts from one body to another; he taught, that the corpuſcula,

'*or component parts oſ things, were always what they are at'preſent: for that the forms of nature,

innumerable in their'kinds, were compoſed oſ ſimilar and homogeneous parts. Further be taught

'that each of theſe minute bodies, though homogeneous with that whole oſ which it was a part,

was itſelf compoſed oſ parts diſſimilar and heterogeneous, infinite in number; there being no

'bounds in nature to minuteneſs: that theſe heterogencous bodies, infinitely minute, were of all

kinds, ſo that all things, in ſome meaſure, were together every where; and each of thoſe cor

'puſcula, apparently ſo uniform, contained-all the Varioun principles of things; that the predo

5 - minance
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with bodies of infinite magnitude, through the natural continuity of being.
And now ſoþmuch are you a stranger to the vastneſs of this view of the

univerſe, as to imagine that any thing, whether being or circumstance of

being, can poffibly belong to both thoſe pleaſures which we are ſpeaking oſ,

taken together, yet not belong to each of them; or, on the other hand,

may belong to each, without belonging to both. So void of thought and

minancc of ſome one oſ theſe principles, that is, the quantity of it exceeding that oſ the rest,

constituted the nature oſ each minute body; fitting it alſo for union with bodies homogeneous to

it, that is, with other bodies, where the ſame principle was predominant : that, all things being in

perpetual motion, which ſirst began, and is continued on by active mind, diſpoſing all things;

the predominancc oſ each principle was continually fluctuating and changing; the destruction of

the preſent predominance was the diſſolution oſ each temporary being; and a new predominance,

that of ſome other principle, was the generation of what we call a new being. For instance;

whereas every drop of water contains aerial particles within it; as ſoon as theſe begin to predo

minate in any watery drop, it riſes in air; and, receiving there an increaſe of the aErial principle,

by degrees b:c0mes united to the air. 50, air relines into fire, and thickens into water, through

the ovcrpowering of the one or the other oſ theſe neighbour principles, with which it evcrhad

maintained a ſecret correſpondcnce. So the earthy particles, accumulated in the water, produce

mud, by degree< hardening into earth; thence into various mineral bodies, stones, and metals,

according to the kind of earth predominant in each place through motion. Theſe again crumble

into common earth: from which all the various vegetable beings ariſe in like manner, nouriſhed

and increaſed by the accumulation of particles homogeneous; and into which they fall. and are

diſſolved again, through the decay and diminution of thoſe particles, whoſe ſuperior number and

strength to reſist others oſ a different kind had beſore constituted the being. In the ſame manner

all the parts of animals, whether muſcular, membranous, bony, or any other, receive-nouriſhment',

or admit decay, by addition or ſubtraction of homogeneous particles. lt will vbe eaſy for a

thinking mind to purſue nature acting in this method, according to Anaxagoras, through all

things. The principles of thingsmre thus made infinite, not only in number and minuteneſs ; but:

there being alſo a continuity of &Hole/wepten, or homogeneous particles, drop vuvsxxtouevar, through

the univerſe, every imo-meyny that is, every kind of things, is a natural body, infinite in magnitude,

and inſinitcly divilible into ſuch parts as are wholly agreeing in their kind. Simplicius, in his

commentnry on the Plryſics oſ Aristotle, to which ineſiimable magazine oſ antient phyſiology we

are indebtrd for the chief part of this note, draws the ſame concluſion: his words are theſe: ax TO]

l'pnull'flll FFGXUFOY 'ful/NNW, 'li'ſt H For' Eſſ WGIWO; ENXFll/Efal, 'at 'ran-rot EV WGG'W Iſ'nll, all FOUOV 'TO 74' 'Am

na' imo-10', at' 'to m-tht yovov and 'ral 'up neyflkr, annpa'u; amlpa' sa-rau " From the account now

given it is eaſy to conceive, that if every thing is made out of every thing by ſeparation, and all

things are in all, not only the univerſe, but every kind oſ things therein, is infinitely infinite, not

only in the number of its parts, but alſo in magnitude." See Aristot. Phyſic..l-.i. e. 4. and l. iii

c. 4. Simplic. Com. ſol. 6. and 105. b. 106. a.-S.

conſideration,
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conſideration, ſo ſimple, and ſo narrow-minded are you and your compa

mous.

Soc. Such is the lot of our condition, Hippias. It is not what a man

will, ſays the common proverb, but what he can. However, you are always

kind in aſſisting us with your instructions. For but just now, before you

had taught me better, how ſimple my mind was, and how narrow my way

of thinking, l ſhall give you still a plainer proof, by telling you what were

my thoughts upon the preſent ſubject :-iſ you will give me leave.

HIP. You will tell them to one who knows them already, Socrates.

For I am well acquainted with the different ways of thinking, and know

the minds of all who philoſophize. Notwithstanding, if it will give plea

ſure to yourſelf, you may tell me. .

Soc. To me, l confeſs, it will. You must know then, my friend, that I

was ſo fooliſh, tſſill I had received from you better information, as to imagine

oſ myſelf and you, that each of us was one perſon ; and that this, which each

of us was, both of us were not, as not being one, but two perform-Such a

fimpleton was l l-But from you have I now learnt, that if both of us are

two perſons, each of us alſo by neceſſity is two; and that, if each of us be

but one, it follows by the ſame neceſſity, that both of us are no more. For,

by reaſon of the continuity of being, according to Hippias, it is impoſſible

it ſhould be otherwiſe; each of us being of neceſſity whatever both of us

are, and both whatever each '. And now, perſuaded by you to believe theſe

things, here l ſit me down and rest contented. But first inform me, Hip

pias, whether we are one perſon, you and I together; or whether you are

two perſons, and I two perſons. '

HIP. What mean you, Socrates?

Soc. The very thing which I ſay. For I am afraid oſ entering with you

into a further diſcuſſion of the ſubject, becauſe you fall into a paſſion

with me, whenever you ſay any thing which you take to be important.

3 The words of Anaxagoras, as cited by Simplicius, pag. 106. h. really favour ſuch a concluſion.

For'he expreſsly ſays, that his ſystem of the continuity of being included m 'rafln nal w; ii: r, every

thing which any being had, or ſuffered : that is, in ſcholastic language, all the properties and

accidents oſ being', or, in common ſpeech, the condition and circumstances of things; which, as

he tells us, jnſeparably follow and attend their ſeveral natures-5.

To
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To venture for once, however; tell me--Is not each of us one? and is not

the being one a circumstance attendant upon our being?

HIP. Without doubt.

Soc. lf each of us then be one, each of us must be alſo odd. Or think

you that one is not an odd number?

HIP. I think it is.

Soc. Are we odd both together then, notwithstanding that we are two?

HIP. That is abſurd, Socrates.

Soc. But both together, we are even. Is it not ſo?

HIP. Certainly.

Soc. Now, becauſe both of us together we are even, does it follow from

thence that each of us ſingly too is even?

HIP. Certainly not. -

Soc. There is not, therefore, ſuch an ahſolute neceffity, as you ſaid just

now there was, that, whatever both of us were, each ſhould be the ſame;

and that, whatever each of us was, the ſame must we be both.

HIP. Not in ſuch caſes as theſe, I acknowledge; but still it holds true in

ſuch as I enumerated before.

Soc. That ſuffices, Hippias. I am contented with this acknowledgment,

that it appears to be ſo in ſome caſes, but in others otherwiſe. For, if you

remember from whence the preſent diſpute aroſe, I ſaid, that the pleaſures

of ſight and hearing could not derive their beauty from any circumstance

which attended on each, yet not on both ; neither from any which attended

on both, yet not on each: but that the beauty of them was derived from

ſomething which they had belonging to both of them in common, and in

particular to each. And this I ſaid, becauſe you had admitted the beauty of

them both together, and of each ſeparately. From which I drew this con

ſequence, that they were indebted for their beauty to ſome being, whoſe

preſence still followed and attended on them both; and not to ſuch as fell

ſhort of either. And I continue still in the ſame mind. But anſwer me, as

if we were now beginning this last inquiry afreſh. Pleaſure through the

ſight and pleaſure through the hearing, then, being ſuppoſed beautiful, both

of them and each; tell me, does not the cauſe of their beauty follow

and attend on both of them taken together, and upon each alſo conſidered

ſeparate ?

HIP.
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HIP. Without doubt.

Soc. ls it then becauſe they are pleaſures, both and each of them, that

they are beautiful? Or, if this were the cauſe, would not the pleaſures of

the other ſeriſes be beautiful, as well as theſe P For it appeared that they

were pleaſures as well as theſe :-if you remember.

HIP. I remember it well.

.Soc. But becauſe theſe pleaſures ariſeun us through ſight and hearing,

this we affigned for the cauſe of their being beautiful.

HlP. It was ſo determined.

Soc. Obſerve now, whether I am right or not: for, as well as I can

remember, We agreed that the pleaſant was the beautiful; not the pleaſant

in general, but thoſe ſpecies of it only which are produced throuah ſight
and hearing. o

HxP. It is true. \

Soc. Docs not this circumstance then attend on both theſe pleaſures taken

together? and is it not wanting to each of them alone? For by no means i,

either of them alone, as was ſaid before, produced through both thoſe ſenſes.

Both of them are indeed through both, but not ſo is each. Is this true?

HIP. It is.

Soc. They are not beautiful, therefore, either of them, from any cir

cumstance which attends on either by itſelf. For we cannot argue from

either to both ; nor, from what each is ſeparately, inſer what they both are

jointly. So that we may aſſert the joint beauty of both theſe pleaſures,

according to our preſent hypotheſis of the beautiful: but this hvpothcfis
_ will not ſupport us in aſſerting any beauty ſeparate in either. Orlhow ſay

We? Is 'it not ofneceffity-ſo?

HIP. So it appears.

Soc. Say we then that both are beautiful, but deny that each is ſo?

Hip. What reaſon is there to the contrary?

Soc. This reaſon, my friend, as it ſeems to me; becauſe we had ſuppoſed

certain circumstances attendant upon things with this condition, that, if

they appertained to any two things, both together, they appertaincd at the

.ſame time to each; and, if they appertained to each, that they appertained

alſo to both. Of this kind are all ſuch circumstances and attendants of

things as were enumerated by you. Are they not?

H'P.
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HIP. They are. _

Soc. But ſuch circumstances or appendagcs of being, as thoſe related by

me, are otherwiſe: and of this kind are the being each, and the being both.

Have not I stated the caſe rightly i'

HIP. You have.

Soc. Under which kind then, Hippias, do you rank the beautiful? Do

you rank it among thoſe mentioned by yourſelf? as when you inferred that

if I was well and hearty, and you well and hearty, then both of us were

well and hearty: or, ifI was honest and you honest, then both of us were

honest: or, if we both were ſo, it followed that ſo was each of us. Does the

ſame kind of inference hqld true in this caſe? If I am beautiful, and you

are beautiful, then both of us are beautiful; and if both of us, then each.

Or is there no reaſon why it ſhould not here be as it is in numbers ' P two

of which, taken together, may be even; though each ſeparately is perhaps

odd, perhaps even: or, as it is in magnitudes * ;where two of them, though

each is incommenſurable with ſome third, yet both together may perhaps

be commcnſurable with it, perhaps incommenſurable. A thouſand ſuch

other things there are, which I perceived, as I ſaid, with great clearneſs.

Now, to whether of theſe two orders of being do you refer the beautiful?

Does the proper rank of it appear as evident to you as it does to me P For

to me it appears highly abſurd, to ſuppoſe both of us beautiful, yet each of

us not ſo; or each of us beautiful, yet not ſo both; no leſs abſurd, than it

is to ſuppoſe the ſame kind of difference between the natures of both and

' For instance; the two odd numbers, ſeven and three, together make the even number, ten:

and the two even numbers= ſix and four, make the very ſame number.-S.

7 For instance; let there be ſuppoſed a line ten inches in length, meaſured by whole inches:

a line of threcinchesg, and another line of two inches ;L, arc each of them incommenſurable

with the first given line; becauſe neither of them can be meaſured completely by any line ſo long

as a whole inch: yet both together making fix inches, they are commenſurable with the line of

ten inches, by the inch-meaſurw- It is the ſame with the power' of two lines. The power of

either may be incommenſurable with that of the other, and alſo with ſome given magnitude; yet

the power ariſing from both may be commenſurable with that third magnitude. See Euclid.

Elem. lib. x. prOp. 35.-'1'0 the preſent purpoſe alſo is applicable the following theorem. The

diameter of a ſquare is demonstrated by Euclid (Elem. x. 97.) to be incommenfiirable with its

ſide: and conſequently ſo is a line twice as long as the diameter. Yet the rectangular ſpace

comprehended by that diameter and by a line of twice its length, is equal to a ſquare, whoſe ſide

'is commenſurable with the ſide of the given ſquare-8.

VOL. Ill. 3 I each
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each in any of the caſes put by you. Do you agree with, me then in rank

ing the beautiful among theſe, or do you refer it to the oppoſite claſs of

things P

HIP. I entirely agree with you, Socrates.

Soc. You do well, Hippias: becauſe We ſhall thus be freed from any

further inquiry upon this article. For, if the beautiful be in that claſs of

things where we agree to place it, the pleaſant then, which ariſes in us

through ſight and hearing, can no longer be ſuppoſed the beautiful. Becauſe

that which comes through both thoſe ſenſes jointly, may make the pleaſures

which ariſe from thence beautiful indeed both taken together; but cannot.

make either of them ſo, conſidered as ſeparate from the other. But that'

the beautiful ſhould have ſuch an effect, or communicate itſelf in this manner,

is abſurd to ſuppoſe ; as you and I have agreed, Hippias.

HtP. We agreed it was ſo, I' OWn.

Soc. It is impoſſible, therefore, that the pleaſant, ariſing in us through

ſight and hearing, ſhould be the beautiful ; becauſe from this hypothefis an

abſurdity wouldfollow.

HIP. You have reaſon on your ſide.- .

Soc. " Begin again then, and tell me," will he ſay, " for you have miſſed

it now, what is that beautiful, the aſſociate of both theſe pleaſures, for thev

ſake of which you give them the preference to all others, by honouring

them with the name of beautiful?" It appears to me, Hippias, neceſſary

for us to anſwer thus; that " theſe are of all pleaſures the most innocent

and good, as well both of them taken together, as each taken ſingly 1." Or

can you tell me of axry circumstance beſide, in which they differ from. other

pleaſures?

HIP. l know ofnone beſide: for they are indeed the best ofallz

Soc. " This then," he will ſay, "do you now maintain to be the beau

tiful, pleaſure profitable ?"--" It is ſo in my opinion," I ſhall anſwer.--\Vhat

anſwer would you make?

HlP. The ſame.

SOC. " Well then," will he ſay: ** the profitable, vou know, is that which
1

is the efficient of good. And the efficient, as we agreed lately, is a thing

' - ' See the latter part of the Philebus.

different
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different from the effect. Our reaſoning, therefore, has brought us round

to the ſame point again : for thus neither would the good be beautiful, nor

would the beautiful be good; each of theſe being, upon this hypotheſis, dif

ferent from the other." U Most evidently ſo;" is the anſwer we must make,

Hippias, if we are of ſound mind. For the ſacredneſs of truth will never

ſuffer us to oppoſe the man who has truth with him on his fide.

HlP. But now, Socrates, what think you all theſe matters are which we

have been diſputing about? They are the ſhreds and tatters of an argument,

cut and torn, as I ſaid before, into a thouſand pieces. But the thing which

is beautiful, as well as highly valuable, is this: to be able to exhibit a fine

ſpeech, in a becoming and handſome manner, before the council, or court

of justice, or any other aſſembly or perſon in authority, to whom the ſpeech

is addreſſed; ſuch a ſpeech as hath the power of perſuaſion; and having

ended to depart, not with mean and inſignificant trophies of victory, but

with a prize the noblest, the preſervation of ourſelves, our fortunes, and

our friends. This you ought to be ambitious of, and bid adieu to ſuch petty,

and paltry diſputes; or you will appear as if you had quite lost your ſenſes,

playing with straws and trifles, as you have been now doing. -

Soc. O friend Hippias! you are happy that you know what courſe of life

it is best for a man to follow, and have followed it, according to your own

account, ſo ſucceſsfully yourſelf. But I ſeem fated to be under the power of

a dxmoniacal nature, who keeps me wandering continually in ſearch of

truth, and still at a loſs where to find it. And whenever I lay my difficul

ties and perplexities before you wiſe men, l meet with no other anſwer from

you than contumely and reproach. For you all tell me the ſame thing

which you tell me now, " That I buſy myſelfabout ſilly, minute, and inſig

niſicant matters." On the other hand, when, upon giving credit to what

you all tell me, I ſay, as you do, V That to be able to exhibit a fine ſpeech in

a court ofjustice, or any other aſſembly, and to go through it in a proper and

handſome manner, is the finest thing in the world; and that no employment

is ſo beautiful, or ſo well becomes a man; l then meet with cenſure and ob

loquy from ſome who are here preſent ', but eſpecially from that man who

is always reproving me. For he is my nearest of kin, and lives with me in

' Meaning his philoſophic friends.

31 2 the
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the ſame houſe. So, wheneVer 1 return home, and am entered in, as ſoon

as he hears me talking in this strain, he aſks me if] am not aſhamed to pro.

nounce, with ſo much confidence, what profeffions and employments are

fine, or beautiful, or becoming; when I-have plainly ſhown myſelf ſo igno

rant with regard to things beautiful, as not to know wherein the nature of

beauty conſists.-** And how can you judge," ſays he, *' who has ſpoken a

beautiful or ſine ſpeech, or done any thing elſe in a handſome manner, and

who not, ignorant as you are what the beautiful and handſome is? Such

then being the diſpoſition of your mind, is it poſſible that you can think life

more eligible to you than death?" Thus haveI had the ill fortune, as I told

you, to ſuffer obloquy and reproach from you, to ſuffer obloquy alſo and re

proach from him. But, perhaps, it is neceſſary to endure all this. If I

have received benefit or improvement from it, there is no harm done. And

I ſeem to myſelf, Hippias, improved and benefited by the converſation of

you both. For the meaning of the proverb, " Things of beauty are things

.of difficulty," if l am not mistaken'in myſelf, I know.

THE END OF THE GREATER HIPPIAS.
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